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Abstract
Many mobile robot applications require robots to act safely and intelligently in complex unfamiliar environments with little structure and limited or unavailable human supervision. As a
robot is forced to operate in an environment that it was not engineered or trained for, various aspects of its performance will inevitably degrade. Roboticists equip robots with powerful sensors
and data sources to deal with uncertainty, only to discover that the robots are able to make only
minimal use of this data and still find themselves in trouble. Similarly, roboticists develop and
train their robots in representative areas, only to discover that they encounter new situations that
are not in their experience base. Small problems resulting in mildly sub-optimal performance are
often tolerable, but major failures resulting in vehicle loss or compromised human safety are not.
This thesis presents a series of online algorithms to enable a mobile robot to better deal with
uncertainty in unfamiliar domains in order to improve its navigational abilities, better utilize
available data and resources and reduce risk to the vehicle. We validate these algorithms through
extensive testing onboard large mobile robot systems and argue how such approaches can increase the reliability and robustness of mobile robots, bringing them closer to the capabilities
required for many real-world applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The vision of autonomous mobile robots revolutionizing the way we live our lives dates back
almost a century. It is easy to justify their appeal: robots could automate many of the tasks that
are too unappealing or dangerous to be suitable for humans and handle others at which they are
simply more productive and accurate than humans can ever hope to be. These systems could
automate tasks in diverse domains such as transportation, military reconnaissance and supply
routes, agricultural tasks, space exploration, border and property patrolling and working in toxic
environments.
The current state of autonomous robot navigation, however, has yet to fulfill these expectations. Almost all real-world uses of unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) operate either in highly
structured or controlled environments, where the state of the world is fully known at all times
and plans can be precisely executed with minimal uncertainty or risk, or with extensive human
involvement (see Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Example real-world applications of mobile robotics: from left, the Kiva Systems inventory management
robot, the KUKA industrial robot and the iRobot Packbot used for remote bomb disposal. As with most current
real-world applications of robotics, these systems do not have to deal with complicated robot perception problems
since they operate in controlled and structured environments or through tele-operation.

In reality, for mobile robots to be truly useful, they need to be robust enough to be able to
sense and operate in partially unknown and unstructured environments. While many autonomous
UGVs have advanced to a level where they are competent and reliable a high percentage of
the time in many environments [12, 40, 52, 59, 129, 135], most of these systems are heavily
engineered for the domains they are intended to operate in. Any deviation from these domains
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often results in sub-optimal performance or even complete failure. Given the cost of such systems
and the importance of safety and reliability in many of the tasks that they are intended for, even
a relatively rare rate of failure is unacceptable. In many domains that are prime candidates
for mobile robotic applications, the risk of catastrophic failure, however small, is a primary
reason why autonomous systems are still under-utilized despite already demonstrating impressive
abilities.
A majority of the effort to date in applying machine learning to robotics has been focused on
offline learning, either in processing data prior to or after a traversal or in training portions of an
autonomy system prior to operation. Such efforts have resulted in a great deal of progress, but
these approaches are simply not well suited for dealing with some of the challenges a robot will
face. While roboticists do everything they can to equip robots with capabilities relevant to a wide
range of domains, in order for real-world applications of UGVs to increase, they must be able to
adapt to changing and unfamiliar aspects of their environments. The uncertainty throughout the
UGV development and deployment process can lead to degraded performance through several
challenging circumstances:

Figure 1.2: UGVs navigating with a limited perception range will often execute highly suboptimal paths. The path
above was executed by a large UGV whose goal was to navigate to the goal at the left portion of the environment
using an onboard perception system with a range of approximately 15 meters. Due to its limited visibility range,
the UGV lost significant time navigating through the heavy vegetation while taking heavy risks in the process that
necessitated a human intervention at one point.

Developmental Uncertainty. Roboticists equip UGVs with powerful sensors and data sources
to deal with uncertainty, only to discover that the UGVs are able to make only minimal use of this
data and still find themselves in trouble. Overhead imagery data, for instance, has the potential
to greatly enhance autonomous robot navigation in complex outdoor environments. In practice,
reliable and effective automated interpretation of imagery from diverse terrain, environmental
conditions, and sensor varieties proves to be challenging. As a result, a system that needs to per2

form reliably across many domains without major re-engineering must rely on only the subset
of available information that generalizes well across many domains. Due to the data accuracy,
consistency and density required for such features, this often limits a system to utilizing only
onboard sensor data within a short proximity to the vehicle. This can lead to highly suboptimal
behavior, often putting the UGV in dangerous situations such as the one shown in Figure 1.2.
In many difficult domains it is important to be able to interpret terrain well at a distance.
Finding out about world as early as possible allows a UGV to construct more globally efficient
paths while reducing risk. It is therefore important for a system to be able to take advantage of
all potentially useful data sources and extend the range of its perception system by adapting to
changing conditions without the necessity of human-supervised retraining.
Deployment Uncertainty. Similarly, roboticists develop and train their robots in representative areas, only to discover that they encounter new situations that are not in their experience
base. If the perception system does not extend well to situations that were not represented during
training, encounters with novel situations can lead to unexpectedly poor performance or even
complete failures. Since it is impossible to prepare for the unexpected, one must assume that
such situations will arise during real-world operation. To mitigate this risk a UGV must be able
to identify situations that it is likely untrained to handle before it experiences a major failure.
This problem therefore becomes one of novelty detection: how a robot can identify when perception system inputs differ from prior inputs seen during training or previous operation in the
same area. With this ability, the system can either avoid novel locations to minimize risk or
stop and enlist human help via supervisory control or tele-operation. For maximal impact such
a system must be well-suited for online use as the system must incorporate feedback received
throughout its continued progress and human aid.
Autonomy system limitations. At times, even the most robust autonomous systems are simply unfit to handle a given situation. Fortunately, in many cases an autonomous UGV is able to
seek occasional help from a remote operator. The key is knowing when to ask for this help as
human time is often valuable and limited. If we treat the human as an oracle with a high query
cost, reasoning about the possible impact of human involvement in a situation can avoid a large
number of unnecessary human queries. Since novel situations pose the greatest risk, if resolving
such uncertainty through human help has a high potential benefit, a system can stop and call
for remote help based on the assumption that humans are better able to negotiate new situations
than autonomous vehicles. Furthermore, a learning system can observe the performance of the
autonomous vehicle in particular situations and compare that performance to remote humancontrol performance in similar situations. When the vehicle encounters such situations in the
future, it can then invoke whichever expert demonstrated better performance: the remote human
or autonomous vehicle. When used in conjunction with a novelty detection system, such an approach can safeguard a UGV while maximizing the benefit from human availability throughout
autonomous navigation.
Throughout this thesis, we address each of these challenges by presenting a series of online
approaches that allow a UGV to adapt to the uncertainty of unfamiliar domains where human
aid is limited or unavailable. For each problem we present relevant existing techniques followed
by our approaches and an examination of how they address the limitations of similar techniques.
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We implement and test these algorithms on large outdoor mobile robots and argue how the added
ability to navigate safely and reliably in diverse real-world environments may facilitate the deployment of such robotic systems years earlier than otherwise possible.

1.1

Operating Under Uncertainty

Operating under uncertainty is a central requirement of most non-trivial mobile robot tasks and
a central focus of this thesis. The obvious initial step for dealing with such uncertainty is with
sensors and a perception system to interpret the incoming sensor data. These perception systems
are often trained extensively on data representative of the environment the robot is to operate
in, allowing them to parse meaningful information from this sensor data and identify degrees of
traversability for the environment. A variety of sophisticated planning algorithms such as Field
D* [33] are adept at handling streams of traversal information updates and modifying paths
appropriately in real-time.
In existing commercial robots, sensor systems can range from the simple bump and react
mechanism of the iRobot Roomba vacuum cleaner to the much more sophisticated line of industrial material handling robots from Seagrid Corporation that construct and operate on threedimensional occupancy maps. Within the research domain, such examples are varied and numerous, including the systems mentioned earlier [12, 40, 52, 59, 129, 135].
All of these systems make assumptions about the types of environments they need to operate within. The limitation of such robots thus becomes their dependency on their pre-trained
perception systems. While they often allow robots to operate within varieties of controlled or
predictable environments, such techniques only work for limited ranges from the robot. Additionally, these systems will inevitably struggle when the environment sufficiently changes. Since
robot behavior can become unpredictable, in many applications it is critical to detect such situations and apply vehicle safeguarding techniques.
With current techniques there is no sure way for a vehicle to autonomously deal with all
situations it may encounter using only a pre-trained perception system. One way to address
this problem is to revert to tele-operation for some or all of the mission. Full tele-operation is
prohibitively expensive for many applications due to the degree of required human attention and
communications bandwidth. In cases where tele-operation is employed a portion of the time, a
policy must determine under which conditions the robot or the human are to take control. Just as
in the medical domain, false positives are preferable to false negatives due to the potentially high
cost of mistakes. Stentz et al. rely on this idea in their system of semi-autonomous tractors [122].
These tractors would execute a specified task and stop when they detect that something may be
an obstacle and send an image over a wireless link to a human supervisor. The human can then
either attend to the problem or tell the robot to proceed if the obstacle was a false alarm. This
allows the system to function autonomously a large portion of the time while remaining cautions
and allowing a human to quickly intervene in questionable situations. Since the time required to
verify an obstacle is minimal, this allows a single operator to oversee several machines. Effective
safeguarding techniques are one of the keys to applying robotic technologies to various outdoor
industrial tasks [120].
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An extensive discussion on related work in hybrid tele-operation control schemes is presented
in section 6.1. As discussed in that section, many systems are designed to ask for help only after
they find themselves in trouble. In many domains, robots do not have this luxury: a significant
mistake may result in the end of the mission or the loss of lives. We argue that online learning
techniques are the correct way to deal with such situations and present a series of algorithms to
deal with the difficulties described previously.
Because this thesis spans several broad areas of robot autonomy, we reserve a full discussion
of each area’s related work for their respective chapters.

5
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Chapter 2
Thesis Statement
In this thesis we consider the problem of a highly robust autonomous mobile robot whose mission
is to navigate through complex, natural terrain to a specified destination. We assume that this
terrain does not have a known structure and is not engineered to support navigation as in the
case of highway or urban driving and that all obstacles can be treated as static. Since this terrain
is either previously untraversed or has potentially changed since the last traversal, the robot is
equipped with a variety of near and far range laser and camera based onboard sensors to perceive
its environment, as well as the possible availability of overhead imagery and elevation data. We
assume the robot’s location is known to within several meters of its true position throughout
navigation.
The robot’s perception system is able to take advantage of ample computing resources to
interpret the terrain through sophisticated algorithms that can be trained prior to this navigation
on other terrain. However, there is no guarantee that training terrain will be representative of
terrain encountered during a mission, even though there is an expectation of strong overlap.
We assume, however, that a non-expert human may be available for a nominal percentage
of operation time during navigation to provide remote tele-operation support at the request of
the robot. Other than this limited remote assistance, the robot must deal on its own with any
environmental, seasonal or temporal differences that complicate its mission.
A combination of three metrics of performance are reasonable in such a domain:
Safety. The safety of the vehicle is of highest priority. At all times during live testing, a
human operator supervises the robot behavior and is ready to intervene if the vehicle poses a
risk to itself or its environment. The occurrences of such human interventions are tracked and
are viewed extremely unfavorably since if the situations occurred during actual operation, there
would be a high possibility of critical failure or unacceptable environmental impact.
Human assistance required. Human time is considered expensive and therefore should be
limited to as small of a portion of total operation time as possible.
Time and distance traveled. As with most navigation tasks, we want to reach our destination while minimizing the overall time and distance of travel.
The approaches we present in this thesis are intended to allow a mobile robot to deal with the
7

described domain while improving its performance under the above-mentioned metrics.
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Chapter 3
Technical Approach
3.1

High-Level Approach

We deal with the common scenario where a UGV must act safely and intelligently in a complex
natural environment with little structure and limited or unavailable human involvement. As a
UGV’s autonomy system is forced to operate in an environment that it was not engineered or
trained for, various aspects of its performance will inevitably degrade. We present a series of
online algorithms to deal with the challenges discussed earlier and enable a UGV to better deal
with uncertainty in order to improve performance and reduce risk to the vehicle.
We begin in Section 4 by proposing an online, probabilistic model to effectively learn to use
potentially powerful but domain specific features by leveraging other features that, while perhaps
otherwise more limited, generalize reliably. This technique allows the system to capture maximal
benefit from common data sources such as overhead imagery without the need for human training
as in other overhead interpretation techniques (sample results are shown in Figure 3.1). This
efficient, self-supervised learning method allows a UGV to significantly extend the effective
range of its onboard perception system in unfamiliar domains.
Small problems resulting in mildly sub-optimal performance are often tolerable, but major
failures resulting in vehicle loss or compromised human safety are not. In Section 5 we consider
the problems of online novelty and change detection for situations where even a well-adapting
near-range perception system is potentially unfit to accurately evaluate the environment. We first
propose an online novelty detection algorithm that operates on onboard perception system based
features and also has anytime properties allowing it to deal reasonably with time-critical situations. We then extend this to the problem of change detection, a location-dependent version of
novelty detection where the goal is to identify when areas of the environment have significantly
changed from a previous traversal. This capability is well-suited for UGVs tasked with navigating a route repeatedly as in the case of supply routes or patrolling. Such systems would be the
first safeguards for UGVs by identifying potentially dangerous situations during traversal such
as the situation shown in Figure 3.2.
Finally, in Section 6 we discuss an online approach to candidate selection where a system
must choose online between one of several operating modes and explore several applications of
9

Figure 3.1: Sample results of online terrain traversal cost predictions from the Spinner UGV operating in Texas
scrub lands using the system described in Section 4. 0.35 m resolution color overhead imagery used by our online
learning algorithm is shown on the left and corresponding predictions of terrain traversal costs are shown on the right.
Traversal costs are color-scaled for improved visibility. Blue and red correspond to lowest and highest traversal cost
estimates, respectively.

such a system relevant to mobile robot navigation. We pursue this problem using an on-line,
reinforcement learning approach. The system’s goal is to learn to interpret available onboard
and overhead sensor data in order to maximize its cumulative performance over the course of
operation. This inevitably becomes a trade-off between exploring situations that will allow it
to learn more about the world and exploiting those that appear to be optimal based on past
experiences. In the case of learning to trade-off between autonomous and human tele-operation
control, such a capability would enable a single operator to assist many UGVs, ensuring peak
performance for the entire team with minimal human involvement.
We concede that the complexity and unpredictability of the real world forces robotic systems
to have to adapt online. The key is to identify the feedback that allows online training, whether
it is one part of the system serving as an expert to train another or a human operator serving as
the expert at opportune times. Such techniques then enable robots to adapt to and improve their
performance in diverse environments with minimal human involvement and greatly expand the
effectiveness and potential real-world applications of robotic systems.

3.2

Integration Into Autonomy System

Each of the approaches described above was primarily developed and evaluated independently
of the others, allowing us to focus on rigorously evaluating the performance and benefits of each.
This section will briefly discuss the expected use of each of these systems within an autonomy
system on a fielded robot, as well as how all three could be used simultaneously for maximal
benefit.
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Figure 3.2: Sample result from online novelty detection algorithm onboard the Crusher UGV operating in western
Pennsylvania. Chain-link fence was detected as novel (top and left, novelty shown in red) with respect to the
large variety of terrain and vegetation previously encountered. After an initial stretch being identified as novel,
subsequent portions of the fence are no longer flagged (right) due to the algorithm’s online training ability. As with
all future similar images, insets within the top image show a first-person view (left inset) and the classification of the
environment by the perception system into road, vegetation, and solid obstacle in blue, green and red respectively
(right inset).
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3.2.1

Far-Range Perception (Chapter 4)

The purpose of the online-learning based far range perception systems described in Chapter 4 is
to supplement the standard near-range perception system. In most cases the near-range perception system is assumed to be more accurate and robust due to its more powerful features (in fact
that the far-range system uses the near-range system as an expert). An autonomy system should
therefore fuse estimates from these multiple data sources using each sub-system’s measure of
confidence.
In locations where both near-range and far-range perception (most likely at close ranges)
estimates are available, the near-range estimates should be favored. An exception to this may
be in situations where the far-range perception system has some advantage over the near-range
system, such as a better vantage point for negative obstacles as in the case of overhead data. In
a majority of situations, however, the autonomy system would want to merge far-range perception estimates into the map used for planning, but overwrite them as more reliable near-range
perception estimates become available.

3.2.2

Online Novelty and Change Detection (Chapter 5)

The novelty and change detection systems described in Chapter 5 allow a mobile robot to detect
potentially hazardous situations before they result in a mission-ending mistake. In the case of
novelty detection, the system should be initialized with a set of examples that captures the current
perception system’s experience base. Anything that is novel with respect to that model is assumed
to be a potential hazard. Similarly, the change detection system requires perception features
computed during a previous navigation of the intended environment, from which it will perform
location-specific instances of novelty detection to detect changes.
A decision point occurs when a situation is detected as novel (or changed). The simplest
thing to do is to assume the situation is hazardous and avoid it entirely (especially if a human teleoperator is unavailable or highly expensive). The other option is to request the aid of a human
tele-operator to tell the robot how to deal with the situation. Deciding between these options
could be handled by an intelligent uncertainty resolution approach as proposed in Section 7.2.3.
Since a majority of situations could be simply avoided using such an approach, a much higher
false-positive rate could be tolerated, allowing for improved overall performance.
Once a remote human operator has demonstrated to the system how to handle the situation in
question several additional steps may be beneficial. If the human has specified that the situation
in question is not dangerous (or can be adequately handled by the existing perception system), the
novelty or change detection system can absorb this example into its model so that future similar
situation are no longer flagged. On the other hand, if the remote operator needs to override the
robot’s default behavior, an approach such as that described in [112] can use the demonstrated
path to encourage the robot’s behavior to match that of the operator’s, allowing the robot to handle similar scenarios in the future autonomously. In this way, a mobile robot can gradually adapt
to unfamiliar domains, utilizing operator preference to improve future autonomous performance.
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3.2.3

Online Candidate Selection (Chapter 6)

The online candidate selection system described in Chapter 6 allows the autonomy system to
model and trade-off between multiple operating modes in real-time during operation. The choice
points throughout navigation must be selected along the intended path, allowing the system to
measure the performance of the chosen mode in between selections (we chose a distance-based
discretization).
If the choices are among multiple autonomous modes then the frequency of mode changes
have little impact so the algorithm can be used without further modification. If, however, one
mode is far more limited or expensive than another (as in the case of a human tele-operator),
additional care must be taken when utilizing the operating mode in question. We present a
linear programming based approach to allow the system to optimize the use of a limited mode
of operation, finding an optimal allocation based on the current model of each operating mode
and the contextual information for the environment. As in the case of novelty detection, the
intelligent uncertainty resolution technique described in Section 7.2.3 would allow the system
to further improve its utilization of scarce resources by avoiding uncertain or difficult situations
entirely.

3.2.4

Joint Integration

The three described approaches complement each other well and can be used in tandem within
an autonomy system.
The far-range perception systems would operate at all times without human involvement,
allowing the robot to better plan paths and react to upcoming obstacles.
The novelty (and change) detection and candidate selection systems are more tightly coupled,
as they both potentially require limited human attention. As the perception system receives new
data, the novelty detection system would first make a judgment on whether the new situation is
novel. Only after the novelty detection system has finished processing the situation as described
above would the candidate selection system be allowed to potentially query the human operator
to improve performance.
Human attention is required for both handling novelty and changes in the scene as well as
improving the performance of the system as directed by the candidate selection system. Because safety is of highest priority, the system needs to carefully regulate the use of this limited
resource to ensure that the novelty and change detection systems will have access when necessary. Achieving this balance without significantly hurting performance is a difficult problem and
another potential area of future work.

3.3

System Architecture

It is important to introduce the system specifications on the UGVs we operate with as we will be
referring to many aspects of these systems throughout later chapters.
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Figure 3.3: Spinner (left) and Crusher (right) robots used for experimentation throughout earlier thesis work. The
natural terrain shown here is representative of the domains they operate within.

This work is focused on improving autonomous navigation in complex outdoor environments
where a mission will often consist of a desired destination that must be reached in a reasonable
amount of time, with the possible availability of varying quality overhead data. The lack of
structure such as lane markings on a road or the flat drivable surfaces and binary traversability
assumptions of indoor environments lays much of the complexity of this problem on the UGV’s
perception system. It must now be able to not only identify the presence or absence of obstacles,
but also accurately interpret the relative risks to safety and progress of each situation. Bushes
and small rocks may share similar qualities as seen by the perception system but differentiating
between the two is vital to safe navigation.
The Spinner and Crusher UGVs of the UGCV-PerceptOR Integrated (UPI) Program that
were used throughout the first half of this thesis (shown in Figure 3.3) are intended for operation
in complex, outdoor environments, performing local sensing using a combination of ladar and
camera sensors [124].
Due to the completion of the UPI Program in 2008, the remaining tests were performed using
E-Gator vehicles of the R-CTA project (see Figure 3.4). These smaller UGVs were equipped
with fewer sensors but the same core autonomy systems as that used on the Spinner and Crusher
vehicles in order to be able to continue development and testing using similarly sophisticated
perception features and sub-systems.
The autonomy system will be described briefly here with references to other literature provided for more details. Additionally, an article describing learning approaches utilized throughout the system as a whole can be found in [7].

3.3.1

Perception System

Figure 3.5 outlines the high level data flow within the autonomy systems of the UGVs used
throughout this thesis. The perception system generates features from the color, position, density, and point cloud distributions of the environment [13, 70]. A large variety of engineered
features that could be useful for this task are computed in real-time (see Figure 3.6) and the local
14

Figure 3.4: A modified John Deere E-Gator autonomous vehicle of the R-CTA program used for later portions of
thesis work.

Figure 3.5: A high-level illustration of the perception system data flow (left) and a more detailed data flow of the
perception system within the dotted box (right). Sensor data is interpreted to generate a variety of laser and camera
based features. These features are grouped into 3D voxels which are interpreted by the perception system into
traversal costs that the onboard planners can use for navigating to a goal.
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Figure 3.6: Example raw engineered features from the UGV’s perception system. NDVI (normalized difference of
vegetation index) is a useful metric for detecting vegetation [13]. PCA eigenvalue features are used to analyze the
spacial distribution of the laser data. The cone features check whether there are any points in a cone starting from
each point and are useful in identifying vegetation.

environment is segmented into columns of 20 cm3 3D voxels (see Figure 3.7) in order to capture
all potentially relevant information.
This vertical voxelization approach is effective for mobile robots since the presence of specific features at certain vertical positions is highly relevant to their impact on traversal cost. For
example, solid objects at wheel height are likely to be small rocks while similar features higher
off of the ground are more likely to be trees or man-made objects.
Sample voxel features computed for a possible environment are shown in Figure 3.8. Color
and texture features for the environment are computed from camera imagery and tagged to each
voxel by projecting the voxel into each image (colorized laser data can be see in Figure 3.8(b)).
Consistency within color features is maintained using high dynamic range (HDR) imaging on
pairs of images. The exposure times for the pairs of images are regulated using a controller that
tries to minimize the number of pixels that are over-saturated or under-saturated between the
images (see Figure 3.9 for an example of this approach).
Spatial features that are useful for describing the local shape of the point clouds can be seen
in Figure 3.8(c). For example, the ground or a building wall will generate strong ’planar’ features
while bushes or tree canopy may have stronger ’spherical’ features and poles or power lines will
have stronger ’linear’ features.
A central element of successful rough terrain navigation systems is the estimation of the
terrain supporting surface. Identifying the surface enables the autonomy system to detect hazards
due to its shape including high grades, ditches, holes or high-centering hazards. Further, the
traversal cost estimator uses an estimate of the terrain supporting surface to interpret voxel data.
Voxels classified as ground-like which are above the estimated terrain surface could be dangerous
rocks. Similarly, a tree limb at the level of the sensors can potentially disable the robot while at
16

Figure 3.7: Illustration of the perception system’s voxelization of vertical columns within the environment and
subsequent classification. The voxels here are actually much smaller within the system but are enlarged for demonstration purposes. In the perception system, each voxel is a 20 cm3 cube. Due to the size of the Spinner and Crusher
vehicles, 10 voxels in the vertical direction are computed at each location in order to include all potentially relevant
information.

a higher elevations it may not interfere at all. Sample ground height estimates can be found in
Figure 3.8(d). Further details on this system can be found in [143].
Each voxel, tagged with its corresponding features, creates a compact set of intermediate
features for each location in the world that is more suitable for traversal cost computation. The
system then interprets these features through hand-tuned or learned methods to create a final
traversal cost for that location in the world that can be used for path planning purposes.
A useful and common abstraction for navigation is to represent the world as a 2-D horizontal
grid around the robot. Navigation through the environment is achieved by first producing a
traversal cost for driving through each cell in the 2-D grid and then planning the minimum cost
path through the grid. These costs are generated as a function of the features associated with
each 3-D voxel within the appropriate 2-D column.
Traversal costs are interpreted as relative measures of mobility risk (our robot works with
traversal costs in the range of 16 to 65535). For example, the robot’s on-board perception system
assigns traversal costs of 16 (the minimum) to roads while grass is assigned a traversal cost of
48, implying the robot would be willing to take a detour of three times the distance in order to
stay on a road as opposed to driving over grass. Meanwhile, dense vegetation is often assigned
traversal costs of over 10000 in order to encourage the robot to traverse elsewhere except under
extreme necessity. The optimization of this cost function is an extremely difficult problem and
rather than tuning this function by hand, a reinforcement learning approach described in [112] is
used to quickly capture operator preferences.
The robot re-plans its global path in real-time by finding minimum cost paths through the
environment using the Field D* algorithm [33] (an extension of the original D* algorithm [121])
and makes use of a sophisticated local planner to align its local behavior with the global plan
[59].
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(a) Camera image of scene

(b) Colorized ladar data

(c) Spatial features: green, blue and red correspond
to spherical, planar and linear features respectively

(d) Computed height off of ground plane

Figure 3.8: Example output of aspects of the perception system for shown scene.

An extensive log playback and processing infrastructure allowed us to develop and optimize
many of our approaches offline.

3.3.2

Overhead Data Usage

Improvements in both path safety and efficiency were achieved on the UPI program by taking
advantage of prior overhead data when available. Prior data can come from a variety of sources.
Low resolution imagery (1 meter resolution gray scale) and topographic data (10 to 30 meter
resolution) are already available for most of the world. In addition, higher resolution imagery
and dense three-dimensional (3-D) data can be collected commercially upon request. Traversal
cost maps for the environment can be produced from this data a priori using a hand-trained system
or human demonstration for aiding online global path planning. The robot’s onboard perception
system is then used during navigation to fine-tune prior traversal estimates and adjust for areas
of limited aerial visibility or changes in the environment from the time data was gathered.
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(a) High exposure

(b) Low exposure

(c) Combined image

Figure 3.9: High-Dynamic-Range imaging is used within the perception system to maintain consistency in imagebased features. Pairs of images with different exposure times are used to maximize the number of pixels in the
image that are adequately and consistently saturated.

Figure 3.10: Overview of overhead data processing system: from raw data to cost maps.

In the human-supervised overhead cost prediction system, traversal costs are computed from
a combination of semantic and geometric data as described in Figure 3.10 [110]. Semantic
information of the terrain is obtained through supervised classification using features extracted
from imagery and 3-D data [114]. A neural network with one input node for each feature,
one hidden layer, and one output node for each desired classification category is used. Each
terrain class is assigned a traversal cost by a human operator designed to mimic the behavior of
the onboard perception system. Mobility analysis is then performed using the ground surface
recovered from 3-D data (see Figure 3.11) or an available elevation map and traversal costs are
assigned to reflect the capabilities of the vehicle based on computed parameters such as roll,
pitch and ground clearance. Traversal costs are independently computed using the results of
terrain classification and vehicle mobility analysis for each location in the world and summed to
produce final traversal costs as shown in Figure 3.12.
Another approach used for taking advantage of overhead data sources is to have the system
learn from demonstrated behavior [111]. Once provided with examples of how a domain expert
would navigate based on the data, an imitation learning approach can learn mappings from raw
data to cost that reproduce similar behavior. Because it is often difficult to pick and hand-tune
traversal costs to achieve acceptable behavior, this approach produces cost functions with less
human interaction and often better performance.
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Figure 3.11: 3-D points are classified as ground (brown) or non-ground (green).

Figure 3.12: Sample results of cost map production for generally flat Texas terrain with a large vegetation variety.
From left to right: an image of the environment, extracted ground surface, classification cost map, mobility cost map
and final traversal cost map (sum of classification and mobility based cost maps). Each image is 368 × 595 meters.
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While these techniques for interpreting overhead data have been shown to significantly improve navigational performance, the requirement of manual retraining each time a new environment is encountered is a notable limitation that we address in this thesis.
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Chapter 4
Onboard and Overhead Robot Perception
in Unfamiliar Domains
Autonomous robot navigation in unstructured natural environments has been demonstrated extensively in a large variety of terrain, sensor payload and mission scenarios. Even though powerful at sensing, modeling, and interpreting the environment, these systems required significant
tuning of parameters, either by hand or supervised training, to best adjust their algorithms to the
local environment where the tests are conducted.
This highlights a common problem that arises in mobile robotics where potentially powerful sensor data and features are often difficult to take advantage of because they are situation or
location specific. As mentioned previously, outdoor robot navigation can benefit from the now
widespread availability of high quality overhead imagery and elevation data from satellite and
aircraft. With this overhead data, many of the difficulties associated with autonomous robot operation can be alleviated, even with the coarsest of terrain resolution. Systems can then dispense
with myopic exploration and instead pursue routes that are likely to be effective. Unfortunately,
features computed from such sources can vary greatly due to diversity in terrain, environmental
conditions and sensor varieties. This often invalidates pre-trained systems so the necessity for
frequent manual retraining reduces the appeal of such approaches.
In much the same way, the complete use of onboard sensor data (such as ladar), if interpreted
correctly, can help a robot make better decisions and increase traversal speed through improved
knowledge of the environment. Unfortunately, as the complexity of environments increases, a
robot’s perception system must be engineered to evaluate its environment by first computing a
set of intermediate features such as ground slope, object density, and vegetation classification.
While such features are consistent and generalizable, fixed techniques that successfully interpret
onboard sensor data across many environments begin to fail past short ranges as the density and
accuracy necessary for such computation quickly degrade and features that are able to be computed from distant data are very domain-specific (see Figure 4.1). This limits the effectiveness
of such perception systems to a proximity of about 15 meters even though sensor data is often
available at much higher ranges.
Building systems that can reliably interpret these scope-limited features is far from easy as
even the smallest variations in lighting, season, terrain or even sensor calibration can have sig23

Figure 4.1: Typical ladar response from vehicle’s perception system. Ladar points are color coded by elevation with
lowest points appearing in blue and highest points appearing in yellow. Vehicle position is shown by the orange
square. Notice the large drop in ladar response density (especially on the ground) as distance from the vehicle
increases. Large objects such as the trees on the left generate ladar responses even at far ranges but are difficult to
interpret through fixed techniques across different environments.

nificant effects on data. Additionally, such estimates must be well calibrated with other onboard
perception estimates of the terrain, or system performance may suffer. Developing approaches
that can leverage these potentially powerful resources on an autonomous robot can significantly
improve the versatility of many unmanned ground vehicles by allowing them to traverse highly
varied terrains with increased performance.
One way to address such limitation is through on-line self-supervised learning where the autonomous system adjusts itself via perception and interaction with the environment. We propose
to address the problem of learning and inferring between two heterogeneous data sources that
vary in density, accuracy and scope of influence. The objective is to generalize from one data
source, viewed as a reliable estimate, to be able to work with another, which may be high performance (e.g., long range or high accuracy) but difficult to generalize to new environments. We
frame the problem as a simple, linear probabilistic model for which inference results in a selfsupervised online learning algorithm that fuses the estimates from the two data sources. We also
explore the advantages of this framework including reversible learning, feature selection, data
alignment capabilities, reliable use of multiple estimates, as well as confidence-rated predictions
[115].

4.1

Related Work

When navigating in an environment without full knowledge, robotic systems primarily rely on
on-board perception systems. There are cases, however, when it is not possible to get an adequate understanding of the environment from the vehicle-based view of terrain without sacrificing speed or path optimality. For example, a vehicle navigating at high speeds in off-road environments may be unable to react to negative obstacles such as large holes and cliffs without the
prior availability of overhead data. Even when the vehicle can safely navigate an environment,
aerial sensing can dramatically improve path planning performance by detecting large obstacles
such as buildings, forests and bodies of water as well as areas of preferable terrain such as roads.
Even low resolution prior data can provide significant improvement to vehicle performance,
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as demonstrated by numerous simulations in [134]. In [132], low resolution (25-30 meter) elevation maps were used to aid long distance planning. [105] demonstrated the extraction of features
(roads, trees, water, etc.) from aerial surveys, for later correlation by an autonomous vehicle.
Similar research conducted by Charaniya et al. classified terrain into roads, grass, buildings, and trees using aerial LiDAR height data, height texture, and signal reflectance, achieving
classification rates in the range of 66%-84% [21]. Cao et al. attempted to identify man-made
objects from overhead imagery [16]. Knudsen and Nielson attempted to classify buildings using
a previously available GIS database and RGB information for an environment [62].
The DARPA PerceptOR program contained an important prior data component. Aerial LiDAR data was used to predict vehicle roll and pitch over stretches of terrain, as well as to detect
vegetation [123, 137]. This information was used to generate prior cost maps for use in global
planning.
Within the UPI Program, several overhead data processing techniques were used extensively
to achieve safe and efficient navigation over many kilometers (see Section 3.3) [110, 112, 114].
While such overhead data interpretation techniques proved crucial to successful navigation
in some difficult environments, they were limited by the fact that they required human training
or demonstration prior to use in new domains. Also, as discussed earlier, training onboard perception systems for general far-range use is infeasible due to the large variability in the features
generated past short distances from the robot. As a result, such systems are often engineered or
trained to perceive the environment in close proximity to the robot where features more often
generalize well across many domains. In such cases the large portion of sensor data that cannot
be interpreted through such techniques is often discarded.
Our approaches is one of several to use self-supervised learning to deal with the common
robotics situation where data sources that, while highly relevant, are domain specific. For instance, camera imagery can potentially detect unpaved road in the desert significantly farther
than some ladar-based systems can. Unfortunately, such data can prove very resistant to automated interpretation. In particular, classifiers that prove to be powerful indicators of road in a
particular area often do not generalize to new conditions. Detecting such roads from a distance in
a self-supervised manner proved to be a crucial component in Stanford Racings winning Grand
Challenge entry [25]. A similar version of this approach using reverse optical flow has also been
proposed [73] and subsequently extended to off-road navigation [75].
Similarly, [119] presents a self-supervised approach for estimating terrain roughness from
laser range data. Sensor, terrain and vehicle varieties contribute large errors that must be considered when making estimates. This system learns to model error by providing its own labels of
terrain roughness in real-time from actual shock measured when driving over the target terrain.
The vehicle in effect capitalizes on its ability to measure terrain roughness from the vehicle’s
inertial sensors to its range sensors.
Others have built systems that optimize parameters online using real-time performance as
feedback. For example, such a technique allowed an adaptive motion planning system on an
autonomous excavator to learn to perform at levels approaching skilled operators [98].
Numerous other research efforts have taken advantages of such techniques for obstacle avoidance using monocular camera [72, 138], estimating the depth from monocular imagery [84], au25

tomated learning of noise parameters in Kalman filters [1], terrain traversability classification
[60], slip prediction [2], and estimating ground height from an autonomous tractor [143].

4.2
4.2.1

Approach
Formalization

We approach the problem of leveraging the powerful, but difficult to generalize, features in a
Bayesian probabilistic framework using the notion of scoped learning [11]. The scoped learning
model admits the idea of two types of features: “global” and “local”. Global features are generally useful, and their predictive power extends well to new domains, while local ones, which,
although often very powerful, typically generalize poorly and are more difficult to take advantage
of in a consistent way. These local features have scope that is limited to one particular domain.
We wish to apply our system to extend the scope of such features to many possible domains.
For our canonical problem of learning to leverage the extended range of overhead and far-range
sensor data, these names may prove counter-intuitive, so we refer to them instead as general and
locale-specific features. From this point on, ”global” and ”local” will refer to the proximity to
the robot. Features generated from dense, vehicle-based ladar perception serve as our general
features, while features generated from overhead based imagery and elevation data and far-range
sensor data serve as our locale-specific features. The latter are particularly valuable to mobile
robots because of their extended range and widespread availability.
Model. The scoped learning approach is a simple probabilistic model (shown graphically in
Figure 4.2) that captures this notion of features that have scope. The outer plate L represents in
graphical model notation that there are independent locales in which the model will be applied
[57]. These correspond to new areas of the world in which our robot will operate.
Within the plate, we see a sequence of locale-specific features and corresponding general
feature-based estimates. At each point in the sequence, we wish to make predictions about c
(either all or a subset of them.) Here, c is the true variable we wish to predict, and c̃ is an estimate of that variable coming from the general features, while x are our locale-specific features.
The parameters β common to the locale (plate) capture the relationship between locale-specific
features and the variables of interest c. The length of our sequence is n.
This learning model captures the idea of self-supervised learning [58] in a Bayesian framework and extends the idea to integrate both the general feature-based estimates and the selfsupervised locale-specific estimates. Driven by our application, we are particularly interested in
the online regression case1 where the goal is to learn to infer the true continuous values ci in an
online fashion as general feature-based estimates c˜i become available. We choose a simple model
for c as a function of the k locale-specific features x = (x1 , . . . , xk ) by modeling the distribution
for c given x as a Gaussian with mean a linear function of x and with a variance of σl2 , giving us
1

The original scope learning work [11] was developed in the context of classification using discrete features,
generative descriptions of those features, and in batch.
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the following expected value for c:
E(c|β, x) = β T x

(4.1)

We assume that the estimates from the general feature-based predictors have Gaussian noise
and thus are distributed:
c̃ ∼ Normal(c, σg2 )
We take the σg and σl to be hyper-parameters lying outside the locale-specific plate.

Figure 4.2: Graphical depiction of the scoped learning model. ci are the true traversal costs for the locations in the
world and c˜i are the estimates for those locations from the perception system. xi are the locale specific features
that we are trying to infer from where β are the model parameters that govern the relationships between xi and
ci . Hyper-parameters, including priors on the locale-specific parameters β and noise variances, lie outside the plate
indexed by L and are not depicted.

To clarify this model using a real-world example, consider the case of learning online to
predict traversal costs from overhead imagery data. In this scenario, ci are the true traversal costs
for locations in the world and c˜i are the general feature-based estimate for traversal costs of those
location coming from the UGVs onboard perception system. These estimates are gathered online
and are only available for a small subset of the locations in the world. The locale-specific features
xi are computed from overhead imagery for the environment and include color and texture based
features as discussed later. In the case of overhead imagery, features x1...n are available for all
location, but we do not have a way to interpret these features a priori. We assume that ci is a
linear function of xi governed by some weights β. As we traverse through the environment and
observe additional perception system-based estimates c˜i , we can refine online our best estimate
of the mapping from overhead imagery-based features x to c.
Inference. We develop the inference for the model in an online fashion. Given a new data
point c˜i estimating the true variable ci , our goal is to compute new estimates2 of the variables cj ,
assuming we have already seen data D = {x1...n , c̃1...i−1 }. We can compute this by integrating
over the uncertain parameters β which describe the relationship between the true variable and
the local features.
2

We assume that our prior on β is a priori independent of the features x so that inference will remain the same
even in the case where the features become available in some sequence.
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Z
p(cj |c˜i , xi , D) =

dβ p(cj |β, c˜i , xi )p(β|c˜i , xi , D)

We can compute the required distribution over β as:
Z
p(β|c˜i , xi , D) ∝ p(β|D) dci p(c˜i |ci )p(ci |β, xi )
In our linear-Gaussian model, this can be understood as revising the posterior distribution from
p(β|D) in light of a Gaussian likelihood that takes into account noise from both general and
locale-specific features.
Our computation of the posterior distribution p(β|c˜i , xi , D) is as follows. We first initialize
our distribution to the prior distribution p(β). Then, for every training example i, we multiply
our distribution by p(c̃i |β, xi ). Since the prior distribution and p(c̃i |β, xi ) are normal, the posterior distribution is also normal. We use the notation β̂ to represent the mean of the posterior
distribution and Vβ to represent the variance. Thus, computing p(β|c˜i , xi , D) is performing a
self-supervised learning using a Bayesian linear regression model with noise variance σl2 + σg2 .
We use our current estimate of the posterior distribution when we want to predict a future
outcome cj . We are interested in predictions in two cases: first, when we have no general featurebased estimate c˜j for a particular cj , and second, when such an estimate is available. In the first
case, the predictive distribution p(c) has mean cp = xT β̂ and variance σp2 = σl2 + xT Vβ x [37].
When we also have an estimate c˜j , inference combines these two estimates:
p(cj ) = Normal(σp02 (
where
σp02 =

1
σp2

c˜j
cp
+ 2 ), σp02 )
2
σp σg

1
+

1
σg2

.

We note that it is possible to compute the posterior distribution in batch, but we prefer to
maintain an estimate of the posterior distribution as we receive general feature-based cost estimates so that we may immediately apply our algorithm to new data.

4.2.2

Advantages of the Bayesian Learning Approach

Using the online Bayesian scope learning model provides a number of important benefits.
Confidence Rated Prediction. The variance estimate provided by our algorithm for the
probability of each c can be used as a metric of confidence in the prediction. If a situation arises
in which we must choose which one of several predicted outcomes to trust, we could simply use
the one with the smallest variance.
Learning of the Hyper-Prior and Feature Selection. Our algorithm depends on a number
of hyper-parameter terms that may be chosen based on data from multiple locales. We discuss
ways to choose the noise variance terms σl and σg in section 4.2.1 and the prior distribution
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on parameters β in section 4.3.3. The prior distribution p(β) is an isotropic Gaussian that is
independent for each weight, and each weight is dependent on a shared hyperparameter α that
moderates the strength of our belief over the values our weights β might take. That one α value
controls the inverse variance of each weight β. We can modify our prior p(β|α) to consist of
K hyperparameters, with each αk independently controlling the inverse variance of each weight
and define hyperpriors over all the αk values. We can then use Tipping’s hyperparameter reestimation algorithm to do feature selection (see Algorithm 1) [130]. In this way, we can both
automate feature selection and bias our algorithm to prefer certain features for new locales [93].

Algorithm 1 Hyper-parameter re-estimation procedure
given: Initial values for all αk and σl2
while α has not converged do
Compute the mean β̂ and covariance Vβ of the distribution of our weights β
For all K features, γk ← 1 − αk Vβkk
For all K features, αk ← β̂γk2
i
6: end while
7: return α

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Once our αk values have converged, we can remove any feature xk with a corresponding optimal αk value
that tends toward ∞. Since an αk value controls the inverse variance of each weight βk , an αk value that
tends toward ∞ implies that the mean of the weight βk value tends toward 0. Thus, we can remove that
feature xk since its weight βk value of 0 would remove its contribution to predicting the output c̃.

Reversible Learning. A problem that often arises in online learning is the handling of multiple estimates of a particular quantity. For instance, in our canonical example, our general
feature-based estimates c̃i may improve as we get closer and denser laser readings of the terrain.
It is not appropriate to treat these as independent training examples: while they may differ in
their variance, they are generally highly correlated. Neither is it useful to simply take the first
estimate available: often this is a poor substitute for all the data.
In our model, we maintain an exact posterior distribution that lies inside the exponential family and assume that the observation errors are independent and have equal variance. We may
therefore effectively remove the effects of a previous training example j on our posterior distribution by dividing out P (c̃j |β, xj ), the likelihood term we had used to include it in the posterior
[37]. In this way, we always have an estimate of the posterior distribution of β using the current
best estimate c̃i . Minka has developed an alternate use of this “removal trick” for approximate
inference [85].
An extended discussion of the Bayesian Linear Regression algorithm, its derivation and full
use can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 4.3: In the baseline system (left), aerial data can only be used after the cost prediction module is trained either
through human labeling or demonstration. Utilizing the online learning framework (right) allows the perception
system to learn mappings from locale-specific data features (overhead or far-range sensor data) to locally computed
terrain traversal costs (computed from general features) and make prediction elsewhere in the environment.

4.3

Application to Mobile Robotics

We demonstrate this approach in the context of long range navigation onboard the Spinner and
Crusher UGVs described in Section 3.3 during various field tests in complex natural environments. These environments in western Pennsylvania and Texas consisted of a variety of vegetation ranging from grass and short bushes to large, dense forests as well as other diverse obstacles
such as large rocks, hills, dunes and ditches.
The information flow within the baseline system discussed in Section 3.3 is modified as
shown in Figure 4.3. As the UGV traverses an environment, it utilizes its on-board perception
system and these difficult to interpret features (computed from overhead imagery and elevation data or far-range sensor data) to learn the mapping from these features to computed terrain
traversal costs in order to predict traversal costs elsewhere in the environment where only overhead data or far range sensor data is available, effectively extending the range of the vehicle’s
local perception system and allowing more effective navigation of the environment.

4.3.1

Terrain Traversal Cost Prediction

We chose to predict traversal cost rather than intermediate results such as slope, density, or presence of vegetation because traversal cost is the metric that most closely governs a vehicles navigation strategy through an environment. Our robots perception system is proficient at effectively
assessing terrain traversal costs, so it is desirable to be able to mimic its predictive abilities. We
therefore use estimates from the robots perception system to evaluate the accuracy of traversal
cost predictions.
Overhead Data Features. A set of feature maps for the vehicle’s environment was generated
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Figure 4.4: Sample clustering results from using the Gaussian Mixture Model algorithm on generated features.
Overhead color imagery data used to generate features (left) and resulting clustering into six clusters (right). Membership features were generated by computing the fractional degree of membership of each pixel in each cluster.

from each overhead data source for use as inputs to the algorithm (these are our locale-specific
features as defined in Section 4.2.1). In our implementation, HSV (hue, saturation, value) features were used to represent color imagery data while the pixel intensity of the black and white
imagery data was used as a single feature. Raw RGB (red, green, blue) color data was inadequate for our approach due to its sensitivity to illumination variations. A hue (in degrees) of α
was represented by the pair of values, sin(α) and cos(α) to address the continuity problem at
hue values close to 0◦ .
A feature containing the maximum response to a set of ten Gabor filters at various orientations centered at each pixel was also generated to capture texture in each type of imagery. Additional features for the black and white imagery data were generated by computing the means
and standard deviations in intensity within windows of five meters around each pixel. Additional
elevation-based features were computed as described in Section 3.3.2 and [110] when such data
was available. All features were rescaled to the [−1, 1] range and a constant feature was also
included.
Finally, clustering of all previously computed features was performed that helped the algorithm to overcome the limitations of a linear model and easier identify patterns in the feature
input space. Clustering of the input data was done through Gaussian Mixture Models in order to
generate membership features by assigning each data point a fractional degree of membership in
each output cluster (see Figure 4.4) [29]. Six clusters were chosen for our implementation.
The characteristics of an environment change with varying conditions. However, even outdated overhead data can be useful since most distinct areas in an environment will maintain uniformity in their characteristics despite these variations. By relaxing restrictions on the recency
of overhead data, our algorithm further increases its impact on improving robot navigation.
Far-Range Sensor Data Features. Ladar and camera data were used to create the far-range
sensor features used for training (once again, these are our locale-specific features as defined in
Section 4.2.1). Ladar points in the environment were tagged with color values from the camera
sensors by computing the pixel the ladar would appear in within the camera image. Color features
were computed just as with overhead data. Additionally, the positions of the ladar points were
used to compute the maximum vertical point spread and standard deviation of point heights. In
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order to incorporate contextual information about the neighbors of a location, similar features
were computed from the location’s neighbors within a small window. A constant feature was
included as well. As a robot travels toward a location, features for that location are computed
regularly (to account for variations in features due to distance from the robot) and stored to be
used as possible future training examples.
Finally, it should be noted that the lack of ladar data in an area in front of the robot can serve
as a confirmation of free space since ladar hits are rarely available on road or grass past about
30 meters due to the angle with respect to the sensor. We identify such free space by tracing
away from the robot until a sensed object is encountered (up to 40 m away) and setting a tracing
feature in all encountered cells. This features is the sole feature for such areas.
In some applications, subsets of features may not always be available. For example, in the
case of far-range sensor data, some laser data may fall outside of the field of view of the onboard
cameras making color-based features unavailable for those locations. In such a scenario, an independent instance of the learner can be trained simultaneously for each potentially possible set
of features. New examples can then be sent to the learner that is trained to handle its available
feature set.
Such techniques may be used to generate features from any combination of data sources
gathered through a variety of methods.

4.3.2

Training and Prediction

Because traversal costs act as distance ratios as described in Section 3.3.1, errors in traversal cost
estimates in low-cost areas are more detrimental than similar errors in high-cost areas. An error
of 100 to an area of extremely high traversal cost would have negligible effect, while the same
error at an area of desirable terrain would radically change the behavior of the robot.
In order to work with the linear model used by our algorithm, we deal with traversal costs
within our algorithm on a logarithmic scale, converting from the normal traversal cost space
for the purposes of training and prediction. The Gaussian error assumption embedded in our
probabilistic model is a much better approximation when we measure error on this scale. Unlike
in the regular traversal cost space, small errors in the log space lead to small errors in the traversal
distance ratios.
Training examples are constructed from xi , the vector of feature values from either overhead
data or far-range sensor data, and c˜i , the average of all traversal cost estimates that have been
calculated within the corresponding area. As with many robotic systems, the performance of our
robot’s on-board perception system quickly degrades as the distance from the robot increases
(due to the lowered accuracy and density of sensor data), so the quality of a training example
is measured by its proximity to the robot. Rather than struggling to decide at which point to
utilize an example for training, the reversible learning capabilities of our algorithm allow us to
maintain an optimal level of predictive abilities by ensuring that only the highest quality data
available impact its state. As the robot approaches locations that had previously been used for
training, obsolete examples are unlearned in favor of higher quality training examples available
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for those areas. Estimates greater than 12 m from the robot are ignored since such estimates
are very unreliable and would only corrupt the quality of training in cases where they cannot be
replaced with better estimates.
An example of this training process can be seen in Figure 4.5. As the vehicle explores more
of the environment, the greater sample of training data allows it to more accurately interpret the
locale-specific data sources. Notice how the shadow from the tree at the top right is initially
estimated incorrectly as a very high-cost area (Figure 4.5c) but as the robot explores more of the
environment, it begins to recognize its error and lower its estimate (Figure 4.5d).
As the algorithm acquires more training data, its predictive performance improves, allowing it
to revise previously made traversal cost estimates. The algorithm specifies a degree of confidence
for each prediction based on the similarity of the example to past training data (as indicated by
the variance estimate), so predictions in which the algorithm lacks confidence can be ignored
in favor of an alternative source of predictions or a default value. Notice how in Figure 4.5b
the algorithm is able to identify its estimates for the trees in the environment as areas of low
confidence (shown in blue) until the robot first encounters the tree below its starting position and
is able to refine estimates for similar areas.

4.3.3

Applications of Trained Algorithm

This algorithm can be used in a variety of ways to aid in unmanned ground vehicle navigation,
both in real-time on-board a robot and offline once it has been trained. In the case of online
terrain traversal cost prediction, the algorithm can be used to periodically update traversal cost
estimates within a region around the robot where features have been computed so that a realtime path planning algorithm such as D* can revise the vehicle’s global path to account for the
changes. As shown in the following section, the use of this algorithm to extend the robot’s field
of view results in significantly shorter and more intelligent paths.
When using overhead data, one can make traversal cost predictions for a large area without
ever having to traverse or acquire training examples from that area beforehand since the predictive state of the algorithm can be captured at any time by the vector β at that moment. Instead,
as long as identical features are computed for the two areas, one can simply drive through a representative area for a short period of time in order to train the algorithm to make predictions in a
much larger area. We will also show that a priori traversal cost maps produced by this technique
can be more accurate than even those produced from hand-trained techniques that utilize superior
data sources.
It is important when using overhead data that the data be aligned with the estimated position
of the robot. Even slight mis-registration can significantly hinder the performance of algorithms
such as ours that are sensitive to such errors. An advantage of using an online Bayesian linear
regression model is the ability to detect and correct such misalignments with relative ease.
When predicting a new traversal cost cj , the model creates a predictive distribution p(c) with
a mean µp and a variance σp2 . Evaluating the predictive distribution at the traversal cost ci of a
training example gives the probability of having seen that traversal cost given its corresponding
feature vector. We can use the probability of having seen all of our data, p(c̃1 , . . . , c̃n ), to detect
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.5: Training progress of online learning algorithm using overhead color imagery data for traversal of environment shown in (a) is shown in (b) - (d). Dimensions of shown areas are 150 m × 150 m. Accumulated ground
truth traversal costs computed by the robot’s on-board perception system and vehicle path (shown in red) are overlaid on estimated traversal costs generated by the algorithm. Lower costs appear as darker colors and predictions
that the algorithm lacked confidence in (due to insufficient representative training examples) are shown in blue.
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map misalignments between overhead data sources and estimated vehicle positions by searching
through a space of potential alignments for the one that maximizes the probability of the data.
Since p(c̃1 , . . . c̃n ) can be computed via the chain rule as the product of the predictive distributions evaluated at every c̃i used for training, the log data probability is the cumulative sum
2
p)
for every predictive distribution. After all examples have been received,
of − log σp − (y−µ
σp2
we compute the average log data probability over all training examples and use this to compare against other alignments. As shown in the following section, correcting such misalignment
produces traversal cost maps with better defined obstacles that more accurately reflect the true
environment.
Note that for the results in the following section, we chose the hyper-parameter for noise
variance σl2 with ML-II and chose an isotropic Gaussian with high variance for the prior on β
based on observations from previous robot traversals [37].
This approach allows increased versatility of many UGVs by allowing them to take advantage
of data sources that are often ignored while improving performance and removing the necessity
of human involvement and parameter engineering.

4.4

Experimental Results

When dealing with overhead data, our algorithm will be referred to as MOLL (Map On-Line
Learning)3 and when dealing with far range sensor data, our algorithm will be referred to as
FROLL (Far-Range On-Line Learning). All imagery data was gathered from satellite on average
several months prior to traversal and all elevation data was gathered by surveying from helicopter.
Both MOLL and FROLL were run on a 1.8 GHz processor with 2 GB of memory. Because of
the large amount of aerial data potentially required by MOLL, we implemented a paging system
so that only currently relevant areas of overhead data are kept in memory.

4.4.1

Field Test Results

The algorithm was tested with both overhead data and far-range sensor data in real-time on-board
our unmanned ground vehicle to measure its impact on navigation performance. The test environments contained a large variety of vegetation, various-sized dirt roads (often leading through
narrow passages in dense vegetation), hills, and ditches. The vehicle traversed series of courses
defined by series of waypoints by using only its on-board perception system for navigation. It
then traversed the same courses with the help of MOLL, first with 40 cm resolution overhead
imagery and elevation data to supplement the on-board perception system with traversal cost
updates computed within a 75 m radius once every 2 seconds and then with FROLL used to
interpret and make predictions from far-range sensor data every 1 second. The algorithm was
initialized for each course with no prior training (see Figures 4.6 and 4.7 for sample results).
Notice how in Figure 4.6 the MOLL path shows how the robot learned to avoid the dense area
of trees after its initial encounter with the area immediately chose to follow the road to the goal.
3

This algorithm at times has also been referred to as OOLL (Overhead On-Line Learning)
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of paths executed by our robot for shown course when using only on-board perception
(in solid red), and with MOLL (in dashed blue) and FROLL (in dotted cyan) used in real-time on-board the robot.
Course started at the top right and ended at the bottom left.

The FROLL path shows how the robot chose a similar path to the baseline system but was able
to give up on dead ends quicker and was able to avoid the large detour at the end of the course
due to its extended perception range.
As shown in Table 4.1, our algorithm allowed the vehicle to complete the courses using
MOLL in 27% less time while traversing 7% less distance and with FROLL in 34% less time
while traversing 13% less distance. Additionally, while we were forced to manually intervene
during the tests with only the perception system in order to correct the vehicle’s heading when
it became trapped in heavy vegetation and could not escape on its own, no manual interventions
were necessary when using our algorithm.
While it appears from the shown statistics that FROLL overall resulted in more effective paths
than MOLL, we found that with MOLL, the vehicle chose to drive further distances on more
preferable terrain in order to avoid difficult or dense areas that presented a larger possibility of
damage to the sensors or the need for human intervention. Such an instance an be seen in Figure
4.7a.
Figure 4.7b shows a situation where MOLL can be most useful. Since each traverse began
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(a)

(b)
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(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.7: Comparison of paths executed for shown situations when using only on-board perception (in solid red)
and with MOLL (in dashed blue) and FROLL (in dotted cyan) are shown in (a) and (d). In (a) the course started at
the bottom and ended at the top and in (d) the course started at the top right and ended at the left. Predictions of
terrain traversal costs for the environment by our algorithm at the times the vehicle chose to avoid the large obstacles
in front of it are shown for MOLL in (b) and (e) and for FROLL in (c) and (f). Traversal costs are color-scaled for
improved visibility. Blue and red correspond to lowest and highest traversal cost areas, respectively, with roads
appearing in black. In (a) the MOLL path chose to travel slightly further on road in order to avoid the more difficult
passage to the left while the FROLL path was able to detect the opening to the left much sooner than the baseline
path. In (d) MOLL helped the vehicle avoid the area of dense trees by executing a path that is 43% shorter in 73%
less time.

Table 4.1: Statistics for Course Traversals With and Without the Online Learning Algorithm

Total Traversal Time (sec)
Total Distance Traveled (m)
Average Speed (m/s)
Number of Interventions

Without Algorithm
1370
1816
1.33
1
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With MOLL
1001
1682
1.68
0

With FROLL
898
1575
1.75
0

Figure 4.8: The terrain at Fort Bliss is shown at left. Due to the sparseness of the obstacles, using FROLL has a
small impact on the total distance traveled, but average speed is significantly increased due to better anticipation of
upcoming obstacles (right).

with an untrained algorithm, the MOLL course was given an additional waypoint at the right of
the image in order to give it an opportunity to train on a small sample of the environment. As
seen in Figure 4.7d, this small amount of training allowed it to identify the wall of trees that
heavily hindered the progress of the vehicle in the traverses using only the perception system or
FROLL.
In general, we found that both techniques not only improved the quality of the paths chosen
by the vehicle but also allowed higher speed navigation by increasing the time the vehicle had
to react to upcoming obstacles and identifying safer terrain such as roads. The demonstrated
quantitative impact of these algorithms, however, cannot accurately capture their potential impact
on overall performance. Rather, it is important to understand the types of situations that a UGV
may encounter for which these algorithms will be most beneficial. If obstacles in an environment
are fairly sparse or largely known prior to navigation, extending the range of the perception
system will not significantly improve performance metrics. On the other hand, if the environment
is full of dense obstacles, hazards and cul-de-sacs with less visible routes towards the goal then
the degree of benefit when using such approaches can be arbitrarily large.
The impact of these far-range perception systems depends highly on the environment the
robot is operating within. For example, the FROLL system aids navigation in a different way
when the environment is more open but has a large number of small isolated obstacles. This
type of environment is was encountered at a field test in Fort Bliss in El Paso, Texas in early
2007. A long course through the terrain shown in Figure 4.8 (left image) was executed using
only the perception system and then using the FROLL extended perception system. While the
total distance traveled using each system was similar due the the sparseness of the obstacles
(approximately 3.3 kilometers), the average speed for the system using FROLL was significantly
higher due to the ability to detect and avoid obstacles earlier (see Figure 4.8 on right).
FROLL was shown to be a beneficial to autonomous navigation performance and shortly after
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Figure 4.9: After its initial introduction, FROLL quickly became a part of the standard autonomy system used
throughout the UPI program. It has been used in official DARPA field tests in over 740 kilometers of autonomous
navigation over more than 67 hours.

its initial demonstration it became a standard part of the UPI autonomy system. In late 2007 the
FROLL module was rewritten by Cliff Olmstead to make use Velodine laser data. Since initial
development in 2006, FROLL was used in official DARPA field tests in over 740 kilometers of
autonomous navigation over more than 67 hours (see Figure 4.9), as well as multiples more time
and distance throughout development and testing.

4.4.2

Field Test Data Post-Processing Results

MOLL was also used to produce a priori traversal cost maps for a multi-kilometer course over a
large area of complex terrain with heavy vegetation and elevation obstacles defined by a series
of GPS waypoints (see Figure 4.10). The algorithm was trained for about 7 minutes using two
types of overhead imagery data by driving the vehicle by remote control at about 5 meters per
second through the training course outlined by the red box in Figure 4.10a. The trained algorithm was then used off-line to generate a traversal cost map and plan an initial path through the
much larger course. Closeups of generated traversal cost maps and resulting planned paths are
shown. For comparison, we also included the resulting path from a traversal cost map generated
by a supervised learning algorithm with human-picked examples from the actual course and features generated from both overhead imagery and high-density elevation data (see Table 4.2 for a
description of data sources) [110].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.10: Circular course with the GPS waypoints for which a priori paths were planned is shown in (a). MOLL
was trained during a short traversal of the training course outlined in the red box. Shown area is 2000 m × 750 m. A
priori paths generated by a human-trained algorithm (solid red), MOLL using color imagery data (dashed cyan), and
MOLL using black and white imagery data (dotted blue) are shown in (b). Traversal cost maps produced by MOLL
for the closeup area in (c) using overhead color imagery and black and white imagery are shown in (d) and (e)
respectively. See Table 4.2 for description of data sources. Traversal costs are color-scaled for improved visibility
where blue and red correspond to lowest and highest traversal cost areas respectively.
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Table 4.2: Types of Overhead Data Used by Overhead Online Learning (MOLL) and Hand-Trained Algorithms
Used To Produce Prior Cost Maps

Algorithm
MOLL (color)
MOLL (B & W)
Human-Supervised

Data Used
Color imagery
Terraserver B & W imagery
Color imagery
Elevation

Resolution
0.35 m
1.0 m
0.35 m
< 0.2 m

Figure 4.11: Average absolute error between log scale traversal costs computed by the robot’s on-board perception
system over the course of a multi-kilometer traverse of terrain and traversal cost estimates computed using three
techniques: human-trained supervised learning algorithm using high resolution imagery and elevation data (solid
red) and MOLL using only color imagery (dashed cyan) and black and white imagery (dotted blue) as a function
of training time by driving in a similar environment. See Table 4.2 for a description of data sources. The erratic
performance for the first few minutes of training are due to the large effects of new training examples when so
little previous data was available. In the case of MOLL with black and white imagery, the initial sample of terrain
happened to correspond well to the rest of the course. MOLL training takes longer with color imagery due to a
greater number and variety of features.

We evaluated the performance of MOLL against the human-trained technique by accumulating all the traversal costs generated by the vehicle’s on-board perception system during a
traversal of the course shown in Figure 4.10 and comparing those costs to the estimates from
each of the generated prior cost maps. The average absolute error in traversal cost (on a log
scale as described earlier) for each method is shown in Figure 4.11 as a function of training time.
This result shows that MOLL is competitive with respect to the human-trained algorithm using
only imagery data after only a short period of training. However, it should be pointed out that
maintaining a tight correspondence from traversal costs assigned by the human-trained algorithm
to those assigned by the perception system was difficult to strictly enforce. This highlights another advantage of the online learning approach over a human-trained approach: by relieving the
need for manual manipulations of traversal cost assignment strategies, the entire system is more
adaptable to changes in both the environment and the perception system.
During post-analysis of this test, we discovered that the overhead imagery data and the esti41

Figure 4.12: Average absolute error between log scale traversal costs computed by the robot’s on-board perception
system and traversal cost estimates generated by FROLL as a function of training time.

mated position of the vehicle were in fact misaligned by about 1.5 m. While this result shows
that our algorithm is robust to such map misalignment, this article also demonstrates how our algorithm can be used to detect such errors in alignment in order to achieve optimal performance.
Performance of FROLL was similarly evaluated by comparing its estimates to all computed
perception costs during a course as a function of training time. Only estimates that had not
been used for training yet were included in this calculation (so as not to use the training set for
testing). The results can be seen in Figure 4.12. Notice how after only three minutes of training
the algorithm has mostly converged to its final predictive performance.

4.4.3

Offline Map Alignment

We applied our map alignment technique to a manually misaligned log of perception data and
overhead imagery features. A brute force search across all potential map alignments in 0.35 m
increments in the four cardinal directions detected a misalignment of 3.85 m west and 4.9 m
north. Such a search is too computationally expensive to be performed in real-time but was
completed in about an hour through offline processing. Computed probabilities of observed
perception data and the corresponding improvement in traversal cost estimates can be seen in
Figure 4.13. As expected, correcting the misalignment improved the definition of obstacles in
the traversal cost maps and resulted in a stronger correspondence with the actual environment,
correctly showing that the traveled path is clearly on the road.

4.4.4

Feature Selection

We applied our feature selection imagery to a set of 33 overhead imagery and elevation data
based features. While these features were all relevant to the environment, we assumed that many
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 4.13: Example of how misalignment between overhead data sources and estimated vehicle position can be
detected using our algorithm. Computed log probability of the perception system sensor data encountered over a
12.6 m × 12.6 m search space of alignment shifts is shown in (a). MOLL cost prediction for area shown in (b)
before alignment correction and after correcting detected misalignment of 3.85 m west and 4.9 m north) appear
in (c) and (d) respectively (best alignment is assumed to be that which produces the highest probability of seen
perception data). Darker colors in the images correspond to lower traversal costs. The robot’s path is shown in red.
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Figure 4.14: Average absolute error between log scale traversal costs computed by unmanned ground vehicle’s
on-board perception system over the course of a multi-kilometer traversal of terrain and traversal cost estimates
computed before and after feature selection: results of using the full set of 33 features from both imagery and
elevation data (dotted blue) and a subset of 14 features selected using the feature selection algorithm (solid green)
are shown.

of them were redundant and therefore selected the 14 most important from the set. Figure 4.14
depicts the accuracy of cost predictions as a function of training time using this reduced set of
features compared to the original set. As expected, the smaller set of selected features resulted
in a decreased training time.
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Chapter 5
Anytime Online Novelty and Change
Detection
Mission-ending mistakes are a key concern in deploying mobile robots. One approach to facilitating safe traversal is for a UGV to be able to identify situations that it is likely untrained to
handle before it experiences a major failure. This problem therefore becomes one of novelty
detection: how a robot can identify when perception system inputs differ from prior inputs seen
during training or operation. With this ability, the system can either avoid novel locations to
minimize risk or stop and enlist human help via supervisory control or tele-operation.
Change detection is a closely related (though less studied) problem to novelty detection where
a robot needs to operate repeatedly in an environment and must detect when a significant change
has occurred from a previous operation. Such changes could include the appearances of obstacles
such as cars, barriers, fallen trees or humans. A reliable change detection system allows a robot
to rely on the fact that if it had successfully navigated through an area multiple times in the past,
the most likely potential for hazards comes from changes to the environment.
We pursue this problem of change detection as a location-specific version of novelty detection
where we detect novelty of locations in the current scene with respect to those same locations
in a past navigation (rather than with respect to all prior experiences as we would with novelty
detection). Using such a formulation allows us to address both problems using algorithms that
are at their core quite similar. Furthermore, we present an online scene segmentation algorithm
that when used in conjunction with our change detection system can lead to significantly more
accurate performance across diverse environments. When operating frequently in the same area,
a robust and reliable change detection system can safeguard both the vehicle and the environment
(see Figure 5.1 for an example use).
Two common limitations of novelty detection systems are particularly relevant to the mobile
robotics domain. Autonomous systems often need to learn from their experiences and continually
adjust their models of what is normal and what is novel. For example, if human feedback were
to confirm that a certain type of environment selected as novel is actually safe to handle with the
existing autonomy system or demonstrate to the system the proper way to handle the situation
(as in [112]), the model no longer needs to identify such inputs as novel. Most novelty detection
approaches, however, build a model of the normal set of examples a priori in batch in order to
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(a) Original Scene

(b) Changed Scene

(c) Real-time Segmentation Result

(d) Detected Changes

Figure 5.1: An example of the change detection system in use. In 5.1(b) a change to the original scene shown in
5.1(a) is introduced. The result of the online scene segmentation system (shown in 5.1(c)) are helpful in reducing
false positives, allowing more accurate detection of introduced changes (shown in 5.1(d)).

detect novel examples in the future but are unable to update that model online without retraining.
Furthermore, existing novelty detection techniques see diminished performance when using
high-dimensional feature spaces, particularly when some features are less relevant, redundant, or
noisy. These qualities are particularly common in features from many UGV perception systems
due to the variety of sensors and uncertainty about how these features relate to novelty. For
example, a large variety of camera-based features from color and texture might be computed
for use in various components of the perception system. While these features are potentially
powerful, subsets of these features often contain redundant irrelevant information. It is therefore
important for novelty detection techniques to be resilient to such feature properties.
We present an online approach that addresses these common problems with novelty (and
change) detection techniques. In order to deal with the diversity of possible data, we approach
these problems with a kernel machine that we use to make estimates of similarity. Because we
want seen examples to generate an influence of familiarity in feature space toward future exam46

ples, a big challenge becomes identifying a feature space for operation that has the property that
proximity implies similarity. When prior class information is available, we show how using Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA) for generating a reduced dimensional subspace to operate in
rather than other common techniques such as Principal Components Analysis (PCA) can make
the novelty and change detection system more robust to issues associated with high-dimensional
feature spaces. In effect, this creates a lower dimensional subspace that truly captures what
makes things novel.
Additionally, our algorithm can be framed as a variant of the NORMA algorithm, an online
kernelized Support Vector Machine (SVM) optimized through stochastic gradient descent, and
therefore shares its favorable qualities [61]. However, by incorporating a simple data structure
optimization step, our algorithm greatly improves its ability to maintain an accurate model over
long periods of operation while benefiting from its anytime properties and strong bounds on
necessary computation time.
While this work was targeted toward mobile robotics applications, the approaches here are
more generally applicable to any domain which has similar requirements.
The next section presents background on novelty and change detection techniques and some
example applications. Section 5.2 presents our novelty detection algorithm and Section 5.3 shows
how it can be extended to be able to perform change detection. Following that is an explanation of
the online scene segmentation system in Section 5.4, Section 5.5 explains how these techniques
can be applied to mobile robotics and field test results from several large UGVs are presented in
Section 5.6.

5.1

Related Work

Techniques dealing with novelty detection (also referred to as anomaly or outlier detection) problems and the closely related change detection problem have been applied to a wide range of
domains such as detecting structural faults [145], abnormal jet engine operation [45], computer
system intrusion detection [100], and identifying masses in mammograms [127]. In the robotics
domain some have incorporated novelty detection systems within inspection robots [81, 91].
Novelty detection is often treated as a one-class classification problem. In training the system
sees a variety of “normal” examples (and corresponding features) and later the system tries to
identify input that does not fit into the trained model in order to separate novel from non-novel
examples. Instances of abnormalities or novel situations are often rare during the training phase
so a traditional classifier approach cannot be used to identify novelty in most cases.
Most novelty detection approaches fall into one of several categories. Statistical or density
estimation techniques model the “normal” class in order to identify whether a test sample comes
from the same distribution or not. Such approaches include Parzen window density estimators,
nearest neighbor-based estimators, and Gaussian mixture models [29]. These techniques often
use a lower-dimensional representation of the data generated through techniques such as PCA.
Other approaches attempt to distinguish the class of instances in the training set from all
other possible instances in the feature space. Schölkopf et al. [103] show how an SVM can
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be used for specifically this purpose. A hyper-plane is constructed to separate the data points
from the origin in feature space by the maximum margin. One application of this technique was
document classification [78]. A noticeable drawback of this approach is that it makes an inherent
assumption that the feature space origin is a suitable prior for the novel class. This limitation was
addressed by [15] by attracting the decision boundary toward the center of the data distribution
rather than repelling it from the origin. A similar approach encloses the data in a sphere of
minimal radius, using kernel functions to deal with non-spherically distributed data [128]. These
techniques all require solutions to linear or quadratic programs with slack variables to handle
outliers.
Another class of techniques attempts to detect novelty by compressing the representation of
the data and measuring reconstruction error of the input. The key idea here is that instances of the
original data distribution are expected to be reconstructed accurately while novel instances are
not. A simple threshold can then be used to detect novel examples. The simplest method of this
type uses a subset of the eigenvectors generated by PCA to reconstruct the input. An obvious
limitation here is that PCA will perform poorly if the data is non-linear. This limitation was
addressed by using a kernel PCA based novelty detector [48]. Benefits of more sophisticated
auto-encoders, neural networks that attempt to reconstruct their inputs through narrow hidden
layers, have been studied as well [53].
Online novelty detection has received significantly less attention than its offline counterpart.
Since it is often important to be able to adjust the model of what is considered novel in real-time,
many of the above techniques are not suitable for online use as they require significant batch
training prior to operation. While Neto et al. [91] replaced the use of PCA for novelty detection
with an implementation of iterative PCA, performance was still largely influenced by the initial
data set used for training. Marsland proposed a unique approach that models the phenomenon of
habituation where the brain learns to ignore repeated stimuli [81]. This is accomplished through
a clustering network called a Grow When Required (GWR) network. This network keeps track
of firing patterns of nodes and allows the insertion of new nodes to allow online adaptation.
Markou and Singh have written a pair of extensive survey articles detailing many additional
novelty detection applications and techniques [79, 80].
While change detection is less frequently studied directly than novelty detection, many novelty detection approaches (including those discussed above) can be adapted for change detection
problems (or are already performing change detection). An obvious application of change detection is to the problem of real-time surveillance. Several researchers in the computer vision
community detect changes in video streams using temporal difference methods [51, 77, 95]. Another approach simply compares each current image with the same background at a previous time
[67]. These image-based techniques are obviously sensitive to varying viewpoints and variations
in lighting.
Others have applied change detection techniques to analyzing land-cover changes over long
periods of time. These include the analysis of forest defoliation [87], reductions of tropical
forests [133], and an analysis of land use over time [118]. A quality survey of various change
detection techniques for monitoring land-cover changes can be found in [82].
One of the more rigorous studies on change detection in the mobile robotics domain can be
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found in [96]. Here the authors approached the problem by directly comparing features computed
by the perception system, attempting to identify changes from variations within those individual
features. This approach had two significant limitations. First, in order to perform these direct
comparisons, it relied on a highly-accurate positioning system whose error was at almost all times
less than 20 cm, an unrealistic expectation for a majority of systems utilizing GPS technologies.
Also, because the system relied on individual features, the final system was heavily tuned to use
certain features over others and varied the sensitivity manually for each. The strict registration
requirements and sensitivity to features resulted in a large number of false positives and would
be a difficult approach to generalize to other scenarios.
One of the main limitations that the above-mentioned novelty and change detection approaches share is a quick deterioration in performance as the number of less relevant or noisy
features grows. The disproportionately high variance of many of these features make it difficult
for many of these algorithms to capture an adequate model of the training data and their effects
quickly begin to dominate more relevant features in making predictions. Our algorithm addresses
this crucial limitation in cases where class information is available within the training set while
still being suitable for online use.

5.2
5.2.1

Approach
Formalization

The goal of novelty detection can be stated as follows: given a training set D = {x}1...N ∈ X
where xi = {x1i , . . . , xki }, learn a function f : X → {novel, not-novel}. In the online scenario,
each time step t provides an example xt and a prediction ft (xt ) is made.
Algorithm 2 Online novelty detection algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

given: A sequence of features S = (xi )1...T ; a novelty threshold γ; a learning rate η
outputs: A sequence of hypotheses f = (f1 (x1 ), f2 (x2 ), . . .)
for t = 1 to P
T do
ft (xt ) ← t−1
i=1 αi k(xi , xt )
if ft (xt ) < γ then
αt ← η
else
αt ← 0
end if
end for

We perform online novelty detection with a kernel machine that we use to make estimates of
similarity as shown in Algorithm 2 [117]. All possible functions f are elements of a reproducing
kernel Hilbert space H [102]. All f ∈ H are therefore linear combinations of kernel functions:
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ft (xt ) =

t−1
X

αi k(xi , xt )

(5.1)

i=1

We make the assumption that proximity in feature space is directly related to similarity. Observed examples deemed as novel are therefore remembered and have an influence of familiarity
on future examples through the kernel function k(xi , xj ). A novelty threshold, γ, and a learning
rate, η, are initially selected. For each example xt , the algorithm accumulates the influence of
all previously seen novel examples (line 4). If this sum does not exceed γ then the example is
identified as novel and is remembered for future novelty prediction (line 6)1 . Non-novel examples are not stored as they are assumed to have minimal impact on future novelty computations
(even though a coefficient of 0 is assigned in line 8 for clarity, these examples are not stored).
We suggest simply using the Gaussian kernel with an appropriate variance σ 2 :
k(xi , xj ) = e−

kxi −xj k2
σ2

(5.2)

This algorithm assumes that every seen query is novel until it can be proven otherwise. It is
therefore important to understand that the threshold of γ in line 5 is the point at which a query
becomes non-novel. Only those examples that are similar to the query (those that contribute
toward this threshold) will therefore impact the final decision.

5.2.2

Improved Dimensionality Reduction

Especially if the number of features is large, it may first be necessary to project the highdimensional input xt into a lower-dimensional subspace more suitable for novelty detection using
distance metrics. The big challenge becomes how to construct this feature transformation so that
this space has the property where proximity implies similarity.
PCA, the most common approach for this purpose among dimensionality reduction (and
novelty detection) techniques, finds a linear transformation that minimizes the reconstruction
error in a least-squares sense. If subsets of the features are redundant, noisy or are dominated
disproportionately by a subset of the training set, however, applying techniques such as PCA,
or any other unsupervised dimensionality reduction technique, may yield disappointing results
as precisely the most relevant directions for differentiation may be discarded in order to reduce
reconstruction error of a less relevant portion of the feature space.
Rather than optimizing for reconstruction error, discriminant analysis seeks transformations
that are efficient for discriminating between different classes within the data. Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA), a generalization of Fischer’s linear discriminant for more than two classes,
computes the linear transformation that maximizes the separation between the class means while
keeping the class distributions themselves compact, making it useful for classification tasks [29].
We argue that when prior class information for the training set is available, using MDA to
construct a lower dimensional subspace using labeled classes not only optimizes for known class
1

While both the novelty threshold, γ, and the learning rate, η, are included for clarity, they only represent one
degree of freedom since the equations can be simply rescaled to be functionally equivalent with η = 1.
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separability but likely leads to separability between known classes and novel classes. In cases
described earlier that result in poor performance when using PCA, MDA will largely ignore
features that do not aid in class discrimination, instead focusing on the strongly differentiating
features.
Novelty detection is about encountering new classes, so by using discriminating ability as the
metric for constructing a subspace, one can capture the combinations of features that make known
classes novel with respect to each other and likely generalize to previously unseen environments,
in effect capturing what makes things novel. We are in effect performing transfer learning here
where we learn an optimal kernel function from one task in order to perform well on a related
task.
Additionally, we can take advantage of the labeled prior class data that we used for training to choose an appropriate σ by finding the value that optimizes the ratio between inter-class
contribution to outer-class contribution for a random subset of examples.
While this algorithm could be performed in other domains using the raw features, from this
point forward xt will refer to the projection of the raw features into the lower dimensional space
rather than the raw features themselves. Experimental validation of this theory within the domain
of mobile robotics is presented in Sections 5.5 and 5.6.

5.2.3

Framing as Instance of NORMA

The NORMA algorithm is a stochastic gradient descent algorithm that allows the use of kernel
estimators for online learning tasks [61]. As with our algorithm, f is expressed as a linear
combination of kernels (see equation 5.1). NORMA uses a piecewise differentiable convex loss
function l such that at each step t we add a new kernel centered at xt with the coefficient:
αt = −ηl0 (xt , yt , ft )

(5.3)

Our algorithm can easily be framed as an online SVM instance of NORMA using a hinge
loss function as follows:
yt = γ
l(xt , yt , ft ) = max(0, yt − ft (xt ))

(5.4)
(5.5)

Taking the subgradient [109] of (5.5), we get:


0

l (xt , yt , ft ) =

−1 if ft (xt ) < γ
0 otherwise

(5.6)

As before, the gradient of our loss is non-zero only when the accumulated contributions from
stored examples are less than the novelty threshold γ, signifying that the example is novel. From
(5.3) and (5.6) we then get:

αt =

η if ft (xt ) < γ
0 otherwise
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(5.7)

This is equivalent to the update steps in lines 6 and 8 of Algorithm 2, showing that our
algorithm can be framed as a specific instance of the NORMA algorithm which produces a
variety of useful bounds on the expected cumulative loss [61].

5.2.4

Query Optimization

Without further measures, the potential number of basis functions stored by Algorithm 2 could
grow without bound. NORMA deals with this issue by decaying all coefficients αi and dropping
terms when their coefficients fall below some threshold. We found that to prune in this way to an
effective fixed capacity, the decay rate has to be relatively high which leads to a forgetting effect.
The qualitative effect is that examples that were previously encountered are re-flagged as novel
which would result in unnecessary human interventions.
Instead, we propose in Algorithm 3 a modified anytime version of Algorithm 2 that better
utilizes a fixed buffer size while ensuring efficient and bounded computation. This algorithm
takes advantage of the fact that the familiarity contribution to new queries is often dominated
by only a few examples. First, we can easily gain some efficiency by only processing stored
examples until we have reached the novelty threshold (line 7).
The key performance improvement comes from the sequence optimization step in line 17.
For each prediction, the stored example that breaks the novelty threshold γ, or the new novel
example itself, is moved to the front of the list as it is more likely to impact future queries.
In addition to allowing us to bound the number of stored examples (line 19) and perform
favorably with respect to NORMA, this gives our algorithm an anytime property by enabling it
to quickly classify as much of the environment as possible as not novel. When this algorithm is
unable to run to completion due to time constraints, it will fail intelligently by generating false
positives but never potentially dangerous false negatives.
This is a slight variation of the traditional problem of dynamically maintaining a linear list
for search queries for which the move-to-front approach was proven to be constant-competitive,
meaning no algorithm can beat this approach by more than a constant factor [113]. This approach
works extremely well in practice because a large majority of queries are not novel, meaning that
we are racing to reject them as quickly as possible. By continually adjusting the list in this way,
we are able to adapt to changing environments while maintaining fast operation times.
A rigorous discussion of this list maintenance problem and a variety of potential strategies
can be found in Appendix B.

5.3

Extension to Change Detection

In many scenarios a robot must operate repeatedly in the same area. Examples of such domains
include construction, mining, patrolling, or supply routes. If the robot has navigated through
an environment multiple times successfully before, it is likely do to so again if the environment
remains unchanged. Therefore, the biggest indicator of a potential hazard is when something
in the environment has changed. For example, such changes could include a vehicle or barrier
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Algorithm 3 Online novelty detection algorithm with query optimization
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

given: A sequence of features S = (xi )1...T ; a novelty threshold γ; a learning rate η; a
maximum example storage capacity N
outputs: A sequence of hypotheses f = (f1 (x1 ), f2 (x2 ), . . .)
initialize: n ← 0
for t = 1 to T do
i←1
ft (xt ) ← 0
while ft (xt ) < γ and i ≤ n do
ft (xt ) ← ft (xt ) + αi k(xi , xt )
i←i+1
end while
if ft (xt ) < γ then
αn+1 ← η
xn+1 ← xt
n←n+1
i ← i − 1 {i was incremented one extra time}
end if
optimize sequence: Move (αi , xi ) to front
if n > N then
Delete (αi , xi )i>N {crop to list size N }
n←N
end if
end for

At line 17, if ft (xt ) = not-novel, i indexes the example that broke the novelty threshold. Otherwise, i
indexes xt .
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appearing in the road, significant vegetation growth, or most importantly, a human entering the
scene.
This is an exceptionally difficult problem for several reasons. First, the system must be able
to deal with natural variations in the environment from one traversal to the next, including slight
variations in paths driven and resulting variations in sensing angles and density. Such changes
would obviously cause variations in computed features between the two traversals that must be
filtered to avoid excessive false positives. Also, such techniques must be able to handle small
amounts of registration error typical of real-world scenarios. The approach described in this
section is able to handle both challenges while maintaining low rates of false positives.
We treat the problem of change detection as a location-specific instance of novelty detection.
Rather than trying to identify situations that are novel with respect to everything seen previously,
a change detection system needs to identify when a situation is novel with respect to how the
situation looked at an earlier time (from a stored log for example). To accomplish this we use a
compact instance of Algorithm 2 at each location in the visible scene and detect novelty against
a stored representation of the scene at a previous time.
Algorithm 4 Online change detection algorithm (modification of Algorithm 2)
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

given: A set of voxel features (xi )1...N from a location in the current scene; a sequence of
corresponding voxel features from within a specified radius r of that location from a previous
navigation S = (x̃j )1...M ; a novelty threshold γ
outputs: A sequence of hypotheses f = (f1 (x1 ), f2 (x2 ), . . . , fN (xN )) where fi (xi ) specifies
if voxel xi has changed from the previous iteration
for i = 1 to N do
y ← 0P
y ← x̃j ∈S k(xi , x̃j )
if y < γ then
fi (xi ) ← true {This voxel has changed}
else
fi (xi ) ← false {This voxel is un-changed}
end if
end for

Algorithm 4 shows this slight modification of the novelty detection algorithm shown in Algorithm 2 for use in change detection. We assume a log of all seen voxel features is available
from a previous traversal of the environment (only the lower-dimensional representation of the
features needs to be stored since comparisons happen in the MDA-defined space rather than the
raw feature space).
For each seen voxel, the kernel function is used to sum the measures of similarity of that voxel
with respect to all voxels near that location from the previous traversal (line 5). If the example
is novel with respect to that set of voxels, then the system specifies that the voxel has changed
from before. All voxels in some region around the example are used to allow the algorithm to be
robust to moderate amounts of registration error between the two data sets.
Because the addition of any irrelevant voxels provides little contribution toward the novelty
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threshold in the final prediction (only similar voxels will contribute to the final measure), the
addition of these extra buffer voxels does not influence the prediction in a majority of scenarios.
For example, if a change has been introduced into the scene, using a slightly larger footprint
for comparison from the previous traversal would still result in a change being detected because
the extra voxels would only help the query reach the novelty threshold γ in the unlikely case
where they were extremely similar to the changed object itself. Further discussion on dealing
with registration error can be found in Section 5.6.2.
Notice that the query optimization improvement from Algorithm 3 is not necessary here
because each instance of novelty detection will only be used once and will operate on only a
small number of examples.

5.4

Improving Performance through Scene Segmentation

Figure 5.2: Example segmentation results for several scenes. The left, center, and right images show the camera
view, 3-D laser data, and final segmentations respectively.

The approach to change detection described in Section 5.3 is analogous to a sliding window
approach for image classification. Evaluating one voxel at a time works for many situations, but
losing the ability to reason contextually about the scene leads to many false positives in the same
way that classifying objects in an image is difficult when only considering one pixel or small
region at a time. We now propose an improvement to the change detection system described
earlier that first performs an online segmentation of the scene and then uses that information
within the voxel-based change detection system to better analyze the environment. Example
segmentation results can be seen in Figure 5.2.
This system learns and makes use of a general “similarity” classifier to iteratively segment
the scene, allowing us to deal with any number or segments and previously unseen objects. This
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segmentation module adds contextual information to the change detection process, increasing
accuracy and reliability as shown in the example in Figure 5.2. Although the same extension
could improve the novelty detection system as well, we will focus here only on its impact on the
change detection system.
The problem of segmenting data into meaningful regions has been extensively researched in
the computer vision domain [22, 32, 107, 108], and to a lesser degree in the context of 3D data.
In the case of 3D segmentation, a scene is often represented with a graphical model connecting
the 3D components (in our case voxels). A basic approach is to segment based purely on 3D
geometry [41], but this approach is obviously limited in that it considers only spatial dimensions
and ignores valuable feature information.
Others have worked to create basic classifiers from feature-rich 3D scenes that can segment
a scene into vegetation, ground, and non-traversable obstacles [89]. It performed well on the
classes of objects with which it was trained, but does not generalize to general-purpose segmentation in unknown environments. More recently, some approaches have tried to directly detect
known objects in the scene [50, 54] or detect and analyze shapes inside point clouds [86, 99], but
this is again unable to deal with previously unknown object classes.
Others have tried to create a discriminative 3D segmentation technique which uses a subclass
of Markov Random Fields that provided impressive experimental results [3]. Their approach
is not entirely applicable to change detection because they require training data which contains
representative objects, and then they use segmentation to detect those same types of objects in
point clouds.
Unlike many of the previously-mentioned approaches, our approach is able to generalize to
new environments because it trains and utilizes a classifier which operates on any two voxels’ features to predict whether they are in the same class or not, without explicitly requiring knowledge
about the various classes themselves. Similar to our use of MDA for dimensionality reduction,
this classifier also learns to identify the core combinations of features that make objects different
with respect to each other, regardless of their class.

5.4.1

Segmentation Pipeline

In this section we will briefly discuss the segmentation pipeline and how it is integrated into the
change detection system described in Section 5.3. A more detailed description of each component and discussions about possible alternative choices within each can be seen in [92].
Figure 5.3 shows a high-level graphical overview of how the segmentation system fits within
the existing change detection pipeline. Because the number of segments in a particular scene is
unknown ahead of time, we perform scene segmentation in an iterative manner. When finding
a single segment, the problem is formed as a two-class classification problem where one class
represents voxels within the current segment (where the current segment is initiated with some
seed voxel) while the other segment represents voxels outside of this segment. This makes use of
a general purpose similarity classifier as well as an MRF-based smoothing technique to eliminate
outlier segments caused by occasional noise. Each time a segment is identified, the change
detection system is used to identify which voxels within it are considered changed, and a final
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Figure 5.3: The control flow through the segmentation-based change detection system.

decision for the segment as a whole is made after considering all voxel decisions within.
Algorithm 5 presents an overview of the entire pipeline for detecting changes using segmentation and each major step in the segmentation pipeline is briefly described in the following
sections. Prior to operation a general purpose classifier is trained as described in Section 5.4.2 to
be used through the segmentation process. The scene is then iteratively segmented one segment
at a time by finding a suitable seed voxel to start the segment from (Section 5.4.3) and creating
and solving an MRF that balances the outputs of the classifier with a neighborhood smoothness
constraint (Section 5.4.4).
The procedure is terminated when the scene is fully segmented or a suitable seed voxel cannot
be selected. Because segmentation of a scene can change significantly from one iteration to the
next due to additional sensor data or randomness within the algorithm, our algorithm relies on
the fact that bad segmentations will be rejected by the change detection system until more data
is collected and a good segmentation of the relevant area is produced, allowing accurate change
detection to be performed.
There are several parameters throughout the system that can significantly effect overall performance. To optimize them we perform a manual coordinate descent optimization on an independent test set, iteratively optimizing one parameter at a time until convergence. The selected
values for the most significant parameters are shown in Table 5.1. Because of the system’s sensitivity to some of these parameters, this step is critical to achieving good performance (see Figure
5.5 to see the effects of an incorrectly chosen smoothing parameter λ).
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Algorithm 5 Segmentation-based change detection algorithm
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

13:

14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

given: A set of voxel features (xi )1...N from the current scene; a sequence of corresponding
voxel features from the nearby locations from a previous navigation S = (x̃i )1...M ; a novelty
threshold γ; a segment change threshold η
outputs: A sequence of hypotheses f = (f1 (x1 ), f2 (x2 ), . . . , fN (xN )) where fi (xi ) specifies
if voxel xi has changed from the previous iteration
while there are any voxels unassigned to a segment do
s ← seed(x) {The voxel index selected by the seed selection algorithm (Section 5.4.3)}
if s = −1 then {Segmentation termination criteria reached}
break
end if
Run the similarity classifier between xs and every other unlabeled voxel (Section 5.4.2)
Create an MRF representing classifier output and neighbor constraints (Section 5.4.4)
Solve MRF to get y, the labels for all voxels which minimize the MRF energy function in
equation 5.10
S ← {i ∀i : yi = 1} {All voxels labeled as part of current segment}
g ← ∆(x, S, γ) {Evaluate each voxel in S independently using ∆, the original voxelbased change detection system described in Algorithm 4.}
|{gi = 1 ∀i ∈ S}|
≥ η then {See if percent of segment that has changed passes threshif
|g|
old}
for each i in g do {Entire segment labeled changed}
fi (xi ) ← true
end for
else
for each i in g do {Entire segment labeled unchanged}
fi (xi ) ← f alse
end for
end if
end while
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Name
k
λ
η

Description
The number of seed candidates used during seed selection (Section
5.4.3).
The MRF smoothing parameter from equation 5.10
The percentage of a segment which must be changed for a changed
segment from algorithm 5

Value
12
0.25
45

Table 5.1: A summary of the relevant parameters used for the segmentation-based change detection system. These
were optimized using coordinate gradient descent on an independent test set.

An example of a final segmentation of a scene is shown in Figure 5.4(a) while the resulting
detected changes with and without the use of this intermediate step are shown in Figures 5.4(b)
and 5.4(c) respectively. The result when including the scene segmentation step within the change
detection system contains significantly fewer false positives.

5.4.2

Similarity Classifier

To be able to deal with arbitrary environments, we train a single similarity classifier across a
variety of known classes to be able to predict how likely any two voxels in a previously unknown
environment are to be in the same segment:

f (xi , xj ) =

≥ 0 if xi and xj are in the same segment
< 0 otherwise

(5.8)

The output of this classifier predicts whether the two voxels are in the same segment or not,
and the magnitude of this prediction represents the confidence of the prediction. The key to this
classifier is that it operates on any voxels regardless of their classes so that it can generalize well
to new environments.
To be able to generalize to any portion of feature space, the classifier utilizes a function φ that
maps a pair of voxel feature vectors to a vector of features that captures the differences between
voxels’ raw features: φ(xi , xj ) → x’. Using a scalar function such as Euclidean distance would
reduce the problem to that of finding a single difference threshold. By using a higher dimensional
difference function allows the classifier to learn more sophisticated non-linear boundaries.
After extensive experimentation, we found that concatenating differences and sums of the
original voxels’ features worked well since it would allow the classifier to reason about both
relative distances in feature space (|xi − xj |) as well as having some representation of where in
the feature space these examples were located (xi + xj ).
Our choice for the classifier balanced computational requirements with performance. After
experimentation with a variety of methods, we chose for this classifier to use a kernelized SVM2
with radial basis functions operating on the output of φ(xi , xj ). Using a kernelized SVM rather
than a linear SVM increases computation time as a function of the number of stored examples
2

We used the kernelized SVM implementation provided by libsvm[20].
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(approximately 1000 in our case), but allowed the construction of a powerful, non-linear classifier
for this task.
Our training examples for this classifier were generated from the labeled set of examples used
to develop other parts of the system as described in Section 5.5. We then trained the classifier
to accurately classify between members of the same object and those from different categories.
We used pairs of randomly selected voxels for this learning task. The sampling was done such
that there are an equal number of sampled similar pairs (those which appear in the same log as
neighbors and are tagged with the same category label) as non-similar pairs (non-adjacent voxels
labeled with different categories). To prevent over-fitting, we perform cross-validation with 20%
of the original labeled examples.
Parameter values for the slack variable and kernel bandwidth were then optimized using a
grid search at several granularities over possible values across random training and test sets.
This approach allowed us to achieve a 95% overall test accuracy for the classifier.

5.4.3

Seed Voxel Selection

The segmentation system identifies one segment at a time in the environment, starting at a suitable seed voxel and growing that segment to encompass the appropriate portion of the scene.
This relies on an efficient and accurate way to identify a seed voxel at each step.
An ideal seed voxel has the property that it is a good representative of all the other voxels
that are part of that segment and easily differentiated from other segments’ voxels. A poor seed
voxel on the other hand might be at the boundary of two segments and have features of both
segments without being truly representative of either, making a useful segmentation from that
voxel impossible.
To capture these desired properties, we select the seed voxel at each iteration from the set
of unsegmented voxels by choosing k of them at random and quantitatively evaluating each
candidate’s quality. Each potential seed xi in this randomly chosen set X is scored using the
classifier c(x1 , x2 ) trained earlier (Section 5.4.2) as follows:
score(xi ) =

X

max{0, c(xi , xj )}

(5.9)

xj ∈X ,i6=j

The seed candidate with the highest score is then chosen as xs , the seed for the current
segmentation iteration. Because |c(xi , xj )| is the confidence of the classifier, this metric can be
interpreted as choosing the candidate voxel that is most strongly associated with other voxels,
meaning it is a good representative of a segment. The voxels that are determined to be different
from that voxel (when c(xi , xj ) < 0) are not factored into the metric as they are presumably
voxels in other segments.
We found that setting k = 12 worked well. A larger k increases the effectiveness of this step
but requires more computation since the technique described here is O(k 2 ).
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5.4.4

MRF-Based Segment Identification

As the final step in identifying the segment for each iteration, the problem is represented using
a binary MRF that is optimized to account for all classifier evaluations as well as an assumption
of local continuity (to prevent tiny segments due to feature noise). This approach is similar to
the ground height estimation system in [144] where evidence from noisy laser data is balanced
against an assumption of local ground height continuity.
This MRF optimization step is formed as an energy minimization problem where the final
solution tries to minimize the degree to which classifier or neighbor constraints are violated. For
a segmentation step with N remaining voxels, the final segmentation is represented by the labels
y1...N where yi = 1 if node i is in the current segment (same segment as the seed voxel) and
yi = 0 otherwise. The first voxel, x1 ) is is assumed to be the seed voxel, meaning y1 = 1. The
energy optimization problem can therefore be expressed as:

E(y1...N ) =

N
X

Ec (x1 , xi ) +

i=2

λ

X

δ(yi = yj ) +

{i,j}∈N

∞δ(y1 6= 1)


|c(x1 , xi )| if δ(c(x1 , xi ) > 0) 6= yi
Ec (x1 , xi ) =
0
otherwise

(5.10)
(5.11)

Where c(x1 , xi ) is the output of the similarity classifier described in Section 5.4.2, N is the
set of all neighboring voxels and λ is the weight on the neighbor smoothness constraint. The
first term of Equation 5.10 represents the degree to which the segmentation disagrees with the
classifier evaluations between the seed voxel and the rest of the voxels. If the assignment of
a label does not match the output of the classifier, the labeling is penalized by the magnitude
(confidence) of the classifier output. The second term encourages neighborhood continuity by
penalizing mismatching neighbors by the smoothness parameter λ. Finally, the third term insures
that the seed voxel x1 is in the current segment.
In general, optimizing an multi-class MRF is NP-hard, but computing the optimal labeling
of a binary MRF is a special case that can be solved in polynomial time using the graph-cut
algorithm if the energy of the distribution of each pair of binary variables is submodular [63, 148].
To take advantage of this binary MRF property, we encode the energy optimization from
Equation 5.10 into a binary MRF structure as illustrated in Figure 5.6. The initial MRF with
neighbor constraints is shown in Figure 5.6(a) (the seed node is identified with a ’*’). Figure
5.6(b) shows the MRF with neighbor constraints as well as the output of classifier evaluations
between the source node and all other nodes (negative numbers mean the classifier predicts they
are not in the same segment).
In Figure 5.6(c) virtual source and sink nodes are created to represent the current segment
and all other voxels respectively. All constraints with positive weights are encoded by an edge
to the source node while all constraints with negative weights are encoded by an edge to the sink
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node. All neighbors are tied by edges with weight λ, the neighborhood constraint weight, and
an edge of infinite weight ties the source to the seed node ensuring it will be part of the current
segment. At this point all edges have positive weights, making each of them submodular and
allowing us to solve the MRF optimally and efficiently using graph-cut.
The final outcome for this example problem is shown in Figure 5.6(d) (constraints that are
violated by this solution are crossed). Notice how in this example the weak recommendation of
the classifier for the top-right node is overruled by the optimal solution due to the neighborhood
constraints surrounding it.
Once the MRF is solved, all voxels that are in the connected set of voxels tied to the source
node are then labeled as part of the current segment, completing that iteration of the segmentation
system. Those voxels are removed from the original set and the segmentation iterations are
repeated on the remaining voxels until the entire scene is segmented or no further acceptable
segments can be computed.
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(a) Computed segmentation for a scene

(b) Detected changes without segmentation

(c) Detected changes with segmentation

Figure 5.4: Example output of scene segmentation system and resulting effects on change detection performance in
eliminating false positives (manikin was introduced as a change).
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(a) λ = 0.05: low smoothing parameter results in too many segments, hurting change detection
performance

(b) λ = 0.25: the optimal smoothing parameter results in an adequate segmentation

(c) λ = 5.0: high smoothing parameter enforces strong segment
continuity but does not allow the
system to correctly segment the
fence which needs to be split between more segments due to feature variation.

Figure 5.5: Effects of varying smoothness parameter λ.
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(a) The seed voxel is marked
with a ’*’ and the neighbor constraints are shown in blue.

(b) MRF with neighbor constraints (blue) and classifier
constraints between the seed
voxel and all other voxels (red).

(c) Graph-cut representation of MRF. Each
voxel is tied to a virtual source or sink node depending on the sign of the corresponding classifier evaluation.

(d) Final segmented MRF. Edges with bars
through them represent violated constraints.

Figure 5.6: Illustration of the MRF optimization procedure.
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5.5

Application to Mobile Robotics

A natural application of these novelty and change detection algorithms is to the field of mobile robots. The Crusher UGV shown in Figure 3.3 was used throughout our novelty detection
testing and the smaller E-Gator platform shown in Figure 3.4 was used for all change detection
experiments.
As often the case in robotics, we were forced to deal on both systems with a relatively highdimensional feature space (49 features on Crusher and 30 features on the eGator platform) that
contained many features of varying importance and accuracy as described earlier. We dealt with
this problem on each platform by computing an MDA-based transformation into a lower dimensional subspace using an available library of hand-labeled examples across many environments
as described in Section 5.2.2.
The following experiment on the Crusher platform demonstrates the benefits of this approach
for novelty detection. By the same intuition this approach was a key component of the change
detection system on the eGator platform, both because of the improved ability to measure similarity as well as by allowing a more compact representation of the perception data from the
previous traversal.
Of the available classes, four were used to construct a three-dimensional subspace: road/grass/dirt,
rocks, bushes and barrels (see Figure 5.7). A fifth class of examples corresponding to various
non-barrel man-made objects (various man-made structures, barriers, vehicles, poles, humansized plastic figures, etc.) was withheld for testing purposes (see Figure 5.9). It is important to
note that class labels are only used initially for generating this transformation and are unnecessary for later processing3 .
After training using the first four classes, examples from those classes as well as the held-out
data set of man-made examples were projected onto the first three basis vectors computed by
PCA and MDA (see Figure 5.8)4 . The MDA projections clearly show better separation between
the previously-unseen set of man-made examples and the original four classes. As expected, the
most overlap occurs with the barrel class as barrels share common properties with other manmade objects such as smooth surfaces, colors, etc. Since we would desire these new examples to
be identified as novel relative to the rest of the classes, this separation implies that this is a more
suitable subspace for use as a similarity metric within a novelty detection system.
This benefit is clearly visible in the ROC curves shown in Figure 5.10. These curves show
the false positive rate vs. the true positive rate for novelty detection under various configurations
while varying γ, the threshold for novelty. A random 1500-example subset of each training
category was used as the baseline set with respect to which novelty was detected in a held-out
test set coming from the same training categories (to detect false-positives) as well as the manmade category (to test for true-positives).
Because our algorithm is optimized for online use, the novelty model can start uninitialized
or can be seeded with a sampling of examples used during training so that it can identify areas
3

For many robust autonomy systems including ours, such data is required regardless for perception system
development (for example, for training and validation of onboard classifier systems).
4
All features were initially rescaled to zero-mean, unit-variance.
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that are novel and potentially unsafe to handle with the current perception system.

5.6

Experimental Results

We now report on experimental results for both the novelty detection and change detection algorithms described in the previous chapters. All features were projected into the three-dimensional
subspace generated by MDA as described in the previous section. As the environment was explored, perception system features were averaged into 0.8 cm2 grid locations for use as online
batches of examples.

5.6.1

Novelty Detection Results

To best exhibit the online novelty detection abilities of our algorithm, we ran experiments with
the model initialized to contain no prior examples. Those examples that were identified as novel
relative to the current model (composed of everything previously identified as novel) were incorporated into the model as described earlier. Ideal behavior would identify objects as novel
initially, while future instances of those objects would no longer be novel. Camera and thirdperson virtual views (constructed using ladar point clouds colorized by camera imagery) within
figures identify novel locations in the scene with a red shading.
Our novelty detection algorithm with query optimization (Algorithm 3) was tested using
the Crusher UGV shown in Figure 3.3 in a natural outdoor environment to evaluate its online
novelty detection performance (the algorithm ran in real-time on similar hardware using logged
data). The test environment traversed by the robot consisted of combinations of road, grass and
dirt, a large variety of vegetation, a series of small barrels, several ditches, large heavily-sloped
piles of rocks and a long chain-link fence.
The vehicle’s initial environment consisted of fairly open terrain with some light vegetation
scattered on both sides. As expected, instances of such vegetation were detected as novel the first
few times they were seen (see Figure 5.11).
The vehicle then encountered areas of much denser, larger vegetation. Initially, a majority
of such vegetation was identified as novel with respect to previous inputs (see Figure 5.12). As
the vehicle continued navigating through similar vegetation, the model adapted and no longer
identified such stimuli as novel (see Figure 5.13).
Figure 5.14 demonstrates this learning process through a series of overhead images of this
initial environment. Of all locations encountered in this run, these images those that are computed to be novel with respect to the vehicle’s novelty model as of the shown position. Output
is shown at three points in time: near the beginning of navigation, just before initial encounters
with dense vegetation and after sensing a small amount of dense vegetation. It is clearly visible
how the system adapts quickly as it navigates more of the environment, causing future instances
of similar situations to no longer be flagged as novel.
Proceeding through the environment, the vehicle then encounters a series of plastic barrels
(see Figure 5.15). As desired, the first several appear as novel with respect to the large variety of
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vegetation previously seen while later barrels are no longer novel due to their strong similarity
to the initially seen barrels. Similarly, a long stretch of a chain-link fence is identified as novel
late in the course (see Figure 3.2). Again, the initial portions of the fence triggered the novelty
detection algorithm while later portions were no longer novel due to the algorithm’s adaptation
to seen data.
The value of such an approach is apparent when considering the UGV perception system’s
interpretation of the fence compared to more familiar vegetation (see Figure 5.16). Even though
the fence is significantly more hazardous to the vehicle than any of the vegetation, it is not in
the perception systems experience base and its traversal cost is therefore significantly underestimated. Such a scenario could be catastrophic to a vehicle without such a novelty detection
system.
Additional examples of novel instances identified during traversal appear in Figure 5.17.
Overall, the novelty detection algorithm was able to identify all major unique objects (vegetation, barrels, fence, etc.) with a relatively small amount of false positives due to effective
adaptation to the environment. When PCA was used to create the feature subspace, errors increased due to the lack of separability between classes. As with any algorithm, the success of
this approach is heavily dependent on the quality of features.
Computation time comparisons between Algorithms 2 and 3 on this course highlight the effectiveness of query optimization technique (see Figure 5.18). The average computation time
required per novelty query using Algorithm 2 grows with the number of stored examples in a
way that would not scale to extremely long operation. Algorithm 3, on the other hand, experiences temporary spikes in average computation time as novel areas are encountered but the query
optimization step allows the algorithm to quickly adapt its ordering of stored examples so that
it can maintain a bound on computation time throughout navigation and allow effective anytime
novelty prediction.
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Figure 5.7: Examples of hand labeled class categories (bush, grass, tree trunk, tree branches, dirt, etc.)
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Figure 5.8: All training examples projected onto the subspace defined by the first three basis vectors computed by
PCA (top) and MDA (bottom). Only the first four classes were used to construct the subspaces (’other man-made’
class was withheld as a test class). The MDA-based projection clearly shows significantly more separation between
the new man-made class and the known classes, implying a more suitable subspace for novelty and change detection.
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Figure 5.9: Sample labeled examples in the ’other man-made’ class used for validation of dimensionality reduction
effectiveness. This category excluded instances of barrels which were used as a separate known class.
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Figure 5.10: ROC analysis of novelty detection performance while varying γ, the threshold for novelty. Performance
using lower-dimensionality spaces created through MDA and PCA (shown in Figure 5.8) are shown in solid red
and dotted red, respectively. When storage for only 150 examples is available, performances under the query
optimization approach described in Algorithm 3 as well as the NORMA truncation approached described in [61] are
shown in solid and dotted blue, respectively. For all tests, the learning rate, η, was set to 1, and σ 2 was computed
to be 0.9 as described earlier. Novelty detection performance using the MDA-based space was shown to uniformly
outperform the PCA-based space and the query optimization approach for dealing with limited memory was shown
to uniformly outperform the suggested NORMA approach.

Figure 5.11: Shortly after initialization with no prior novelty model, various small vegetation was detected as novel
(identified in red). In several such images throught this section where the marked novel region is hard to see a red
arrow has been added to help identify the relevant region.
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Figure 5.12: A third-person visualization from logged data of the output of the novelty detection system upon an
initial encounter with larger and denser vegetation. Because this vegetation is vastly different from anything seen
previously, much of it is immediately detected as novel (identified in red). As with all future similar images, insets
within the top image show a first-person view (left inset) and the classification of the environment by the perception
system into road, vegetation, and solid obstacle in blue, green and red respectively (right inset). The bottom two
images show areas of detected novelty visualized on an image from the robot.
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Figure 5.13: Similar vegetation as that shown in Figure 5.12 encountered a short time later. Notice how almost all
vegetation is no longer novel due to similarity to previous stimuli.

Figure 5.14: Novelty of all future perception input using current novelty model on vegetation-heavy terrain shown
in Figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 at three points throughout traversal. Robot’s past and future path is shown in light
and dark green respectively and novelty of terrain is indicated by a gradient from yellow (moderately novelty) to red
(high novelty). Robot is initialized without a prior novelty model.
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Figure 5.15: Series of barrels encountered later in the course. The initial barrels are detected as novel (red shade)
even after significant exposure to a large variety of vegetation (top and left). Later barrels are no longer identified as
novel due to online training.
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Figure 5.16: The perception system’s interpretation of the chain-link fence from Figure 3.2 (left) and the dense
bushes from Figure 5.12 (right). Lower and higher traversal cost regions appear in darker and brighter shades
of white respectively, with areas that are considered impassable appearing in purple. Even though the fence is
significantly more hazardous to the vehicle than any of the vegetation, it is not in the perception system’s experience
base and its traversal cost is therefore significantly underestimated.

Figure 5.17: Additional examples of novel instances identified during later traversal (red shade): first encounter with
a ditch (left) and a large, heavily-sloped pile of rocks (right).
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Figure 5.18: Average computation in milliseconds per novelty query on 3.2 GHz CPU for Algorithm 2 (dashed red
line) and Algorithm 3 (solid blue line) over the previous 5 seconds throughout navigation. Computational complexity
of Algorithm 3 remains bounded due to the order optimization step (line 17). These timings do not include feature
computation and projection costs which are identical under both algorithms.
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5.6.2

Change Detection Results

The performance of the change detection system was evaluated on 17 pairs of traversals of diverse
environments (from logged data) where various changes were introduced for the second traversal.
The scenes consisted of a variety of natural and man-made environments and the types of changes
tested varied from introductions of manikins (to represent unexpected human presence) to various
man-made objects such as barrels, small junk, cones, or cars. These changes were hand-labeled
by us to identify the voxels that should have been selected as changed and the performance of
the change detection algorithm (both with and without the use of the segmentation system) was
evaluated. The system operated on all locations within 12 meters of the robot and within the
sensors’ fields of view.
Performance was measured for the change detection system with and without the online segmentation component through an ROC analysis of the voxel labeling. By varying γ, the novelty
threshold parameter, we were able to change the sensitivity of the change detection system to
trade-off between false positives and false negatives and analyze the overall robustness of these
systems.
It is also important to note that the ground truth labeling process itself likely added a significant amount of artificial error. In the cluttered 3D environments that we deal with, it was often
difficult to accurately label the boundaries of objects. This was particularly true when trying to
label objects obscured within vegetation. As a result, even when an object was correctly detected
as changed, some error was often still measured during the evaluation of the boundary voxels.
For comparison purposes we also measured performance against several simple occupancybased approach to the change detection problem. We first considered a direct voxel-based occupancy method where we directly compare each voxel against the same 3D location in the
previous traversal’s log and consider a location changed if there was a voxel in one scene and not
another. Another method we tested against was a region-based occupancy test where a voxel is
considered changed only if there is no matching voxel at the same height off of the ground (using the system’s estimated ground height) within a one meter window in the previous scene. As
expected, such an approach makes fewer false positives (due to a small resistance to registration
error) while sacrificing the true positive rate.
In addition to only being able to detect occupancy changes, rather than changes to previously
existing objects, these naive approaches are highly suboptimal for several reasons. First, they are
extremely vulnerable to registration error throughout navigation. Even small positioning uncertainty will lead to significant false positives, making these approaches impractical for the types
of systems we deal with. Further discussion about the problems posed by registration error can
be found in Section 5.6.2. Additionally, many objects such as vegetation are not rigid, meaning
small variations in wind or season may shift the positions of objects enough to register false
changes. Finally, variations will naturally occur due to differences in sensing and driving speeds,
causing the perceived sizes of objects to vary across different runs. When coupled with the discretization error resulting from the perception systems voxel-based approach to representing the
scene, such naive approaches are destined for poor performance.
We do not quantitatively evaluate the direct performance of the segmentation system itself
for several reasons. First, unlike in the case of a classification problem, an ideal segmentation is
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highly subjective and makes it impossible to label a ground truth. Also, we use segmentation as
an intermediate step in the change detection system pipeline, so for our purposes its performance
is better measured by the degree to which it improves the overall system’s accuracy.

Figure 5.19: Performance of the change detection system when using segmentation (Algorithm 5) and without
segmentation (Algorithm 4) across all logs. The optimal value of the threshold parameter γ is marked for the
situation where false positives and negatives are penalized equally.

The change detection system that uses scene segmentation identified 84% of the chagned
voxels across all all data sets with only a 17.76% false positive rate (see Figure 5.19). To achieve
the same true positive rate without the use of segmentation, the system would have to incur a
35% false positive rate. As expected, the performance of the naive occupancy-based algorithm
suffered large false-positive rates and significantly underperformed both systems.
The use of online segmentation within the change detection system yielded an improvement
in a majority of the scenarios we tested. We also found that the optimal value of the novelty
threshold γ (assuming false positives and false negatives are valued equally) remained fairly
consistent at approximately 0.1 across all logs. The performance on several individual scenarios,
including those where the system struggled, can be seen in Figures 5.4 and 5.20.
It is important to realize that the goal of the scene segmentation system is not to be visually
consistent and accurate as is the case for many of the related segmentation approaches discussed.
The segmentation results shown throughout these figures often do not precisely fit the objects
in the environment for several reasons. First of all, these segmentations are meant to capture
consistent regions in feature space rather than objects as interpreted by humans. This feature
space includes many features from both color and laser data that varies significantly based on
factors like the orientation with respect to the robot, distance from the robot and the lighting in
the scene.
Also, due to the role of the segmentation system within the change detection pipeline, it
is much preferable to over-segment the scene than under-segment it. Because each segment
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is evaluated as a possible change as a whole (the final decision is conservative, only decided
on changes when evidence is strong), changed regions in the scene may then be identified as
changes through a series of smaller segments that together encompass the object.
Finally, because of the fast pace of online data acquisition, the segmentation for a scene will
change constantly, making a poor segmentation for one cycle irrelevant to the overall system’s
performance (since the regions from that cycle will simply be discarded). As long as each relevant object segmented well in at least one iteration, overall performance will be good.
By far the most computationally intensive component of the change detection system is the
online segmentation step. We ran the entire autonomy system (including the perception system
and feature generation) on logged data at about a fifth of real-time (without segmentation the
entire system can easily be run in real-time). We are confident, however, that this system can
be made to achieve real-time performance with some optimization effort. The most obvious
optimization step would be to parallelize the segmentation process rather than having it process
each segment sequentially. Such a parallelization effort could on its own yield the necessary
improvements for real-time operation.
Effects of Registration Error
Because the change detection system is comparing the scene against a stored representation of
that scene from an earlier time, a key challenge to overcome is dealing with any registration
error between one navigation and another. As mentioned previously, GPS systems often produce
especially large vertical (z-axis) errors. This is clearly visible in the visualization in Figure 5.21
of perception data from two traversals of the same scene at different times where a vertical drift
of almost 2 meters is present. We correct for this type of error by using our online ground plane
estimation system as a baseline for the vertical axis rather than the GPS measurement.
Dealing with positioning (x-axis and y-axis) error is a more challenging problem. Unless the
system uses extremely high-end positioning tools, registration errors of up to a meter or more
are common. To show how our system responds to more severe registration error, we artificially
mis-registered each pair of logs with added errors of varying amounts (this is in addition to the
inherent error already present in the log pairs). To account for the higher expected registration
noise, the radius from the previous navigation from which voxels are used for comparison are
grown accordingly. Figure 5.22 shows how our system performs under these conditions.
As shown in this figure, the described change detection algorithm performs well under these
increasingly difficult conditions. The system’s ability to not rely on strict position matches between voxels allows it to keep a relatively low rate of false positives. The segmentation system
further helps by eliminating local error caused by portions of objects no longer aligning. Because
decisions are made on contiguous segments as a whole, the system can withstand some amount
of mis-registration for portions of these segments while limiting the amount of additional false
positives. This improved resistance to registration error can clearly be seen in Figure 5.23 which
shows the area under each ROC curve from Figure 5.22. The area-under-curve measure is a
common way of evaluating the robustness of an algorithm under varying thresholds.
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(a) Despite never having trained on an object this shape or color, the system has no problem identifying
the manikin as a change to the scene

(b) The first manikin was successfully detected but the later one was missed due to imperfect segmentation.

(c) In this exceptionally difficult scenario, the segmentation system was unable to distinguish camouflaged
manikin from the logs resulting in a high false-positive rate before any correct changes were detected. It
is possible that in this scenario the features generated for the environment are simply not rich enough to
adequately characterize this scene.

(d) Two manikins introduced into the scene were detected perfectly. The second was pinned underneath
the vehicle, making accurate detection of this manikin especially difficult.
Figure 5.20: Performance on selected individual scenarios. The ROC performance, scene segmentation, and detected changes are shown from left to right. The occupancy tests in the ROC plots refer to the tests described in
Section 5.6.2.
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Figure 5.21: Visualization of perception data from two navigations of a scene at different times. While positional
error is often relatively small, vertical error is usually much larger (often several meters).

Figure 5.22: Change in performance as additional registration error between past and present navigation is added
(in addition to the already existing error inherent in the logs). The change detection system with segmentation is
most resilient to this added noise while the other methods begin to suffer.
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Figure 5.23: Area-under-curve for the ROC curves of each approach under additional introduced registration error.
Both systems maintain their performance well even under large additional registration error, but the segmentationbased change detection system is clearly more resistant due to its improved ability to eliminate false positives.
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Chapter 6
Online Candidate Selection
As we argued previously, many UGVs possess competent autonomy systems that are capable
of dealing with a wide variety of situations. These systems are not perfect, however, and their
performance degrades as characteristics of their environment begin to diverge from the environments used throughout training. In some domains it is therefore reasonable to assume that a
human operator may be available for short periods of time to provide remote supervision or teleoperation. The responsibility of deciding how and when to use this remote operator assistance to
improve performance and mitigate risk lies with the autonomy system.
The final portion of this thesis is devoted to a candidate selection system that observes the
performance of the autonomous vehicle in particular situations and compares that performance
to remote human-control in similar situations [116]. When the vehicle encounters such situations
in the future, it will be able to make a decision about which candidate will perform better.
It is important for such a system to be well-suited for online use. Not only is it unpredictable
in advance how well the autonomy system will perform in novel situations, but human operator
performance can also vary depending on factors such as bandwidth limitations, operator handicaps such as limited skill or familiarity with the interface, fatigue and weather conditions. When
little prior knowledge about the operators’ abilities is available, a learning system can observe the
performance of the autonomous vehicle in particular situations and compare that to performance
under remote human-control in similar situations. When the vehicle encounters similar situations
in the future, it can then invoke whichever expert demonstrated better performance: the remote
human or autonomous vehicle. Such a capability would enable a single operator to assist many
UGVs, ensuring peak performance for the entire team with minimal human involvement.
We pursue this problem using an on-line, reinforcement learning approach and demonstrate
its performance on logged data from the Crusher vehicle shown in Figure 3.3. The candidate
selection system’s goal is to learn to interpret available overhead sensor data in order to make
decisions that maximize its overall long-term performance. This inevitably becomes a trade-off
between exploring candidates’ performance in situations that will allow it to learn more about
the world and taking advantage of their learned models to maximize current performance.
One way to take advantage of such a system is to combine limited human availability with
the online novelty detection capabilities of Section 5. Since it is impossible to predict what a
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UGV may encounter, the key to success is for the UGV to seek help before it experiences a
major failure. The human can then either inform the robot that it is safe to proceed or handle
the novel situation himself, significantly reducing mission risk. Once the significant mission risk
posed by novel situations is mitigated, the candidate selection system could be utilized to further
optimize the systems navigational performance through selective human control. We call such a
two-pronged approach the Assisted-Autonomy Framework. We explore the novelty detection and
candidate selection problems independently in this thesis, although it is likely that a combined
approach may be most effective for certain situations.
Because this technique is applicable to any scenario with repeated online choices, we also
show how this approach can be used to deal with scenarios where limited high-resolution overhead data is available to aid the robot in navigating through an environment. The Digital Terran
Elevation Data (DTED) level of an overhead elevation data set specifies its density of coverage.
Higher resolution overhead data can be used to produce more accurate traversal cost estimates
that the UGV can use for better prior path computation but often require expensive and timeconsuming aerial surveying and a large amount of bandwidth if remotely supplied to the vehicle.
In scenarios where the availability of such data is limited, our algorithm can be extended to allow
the robot learn to identify the situations where it will most benefit from high resolution data in
order to allocate it to areas that maximize its impact.
The next section presents background on adjustable autonomy techniques and some example
applications. Section 6.2 presents our online candidate selection algorithm, followed by experimental results in Section 6.3.

6.1

Related Work

As robotic systems continue to play a larger role in our societies, there has been increased attention on how to optimize the interactions between humans and robots. This field is often referred
to as Human-Robot Interaction, or HRI.
Many researchers have investigated approaches for heterogeneous human-robot teams. In
such a scenario, humans and robots act as independent agents that must cooperate on a given
task. Such techniques have been explored in domains such as the “Treasure Hunt” scenario
[27, 56], robot soccer [4], forest fire monitoring [18], border patrol [39] and search and rescue
assistance [19, 94, 104, 147].
We deal instead with the scenario where a human can contribute limited attention to improve
a robotic system’s performance but is not himself an independent agent in the scenario. In this
case, a robotic system operates somewhere on the spectrum between full autonomy, where there
is no human involvement, and full tele-operation, where the human is in complete control at
all times. Scenarios where the degree and methods of human interactions with robots within a
system can be varied dynamically in order to optimize performance are often referred to as ones
of sliding autonomy or adjustable autonomy. While most mobile robot systems tend to lie on
one of the two extremes of this spectrum, effectively balancing autonomy with limited human
involvement can lead to significant improvements in safety, efficiency and overall cost.
The extreme of full tele-operation is already common in many tasks such as remote bomb dis86

posal or reconnaissance [146], operation in hazardous environments [23, 24] and robotic surgery
[126]. On the other extreme, full autonomy has been heavily studying in the research community
but often is unable to transition into real-world applications due to high reliability requirements
and cost constraints. We argue that the way to optimizing the value and impact of robotic systems is to find a compromise on this spectrum that balances cost and development time with
autonomous abilities, allowing these systems to be fielded years before otherwise possible.
In some scenarios where the human is the primary operator, the autonomy system is intended
to aid by request or when it detects a dangerous situation. This is especially common in various
driving assistance systems that are gradually becoming available in high-end vehicles. These
include systems that detect drowsiness [43], provide parking assistance [139], automate cruise
control [136], and provide situation aware brake assistance for collision avoidance [83]. Similar
techniques have also been applied to trains, busses, semi-trucks, many forms of public transit
[10], and aiding flight and air traffic control [131].
Similar approaches have been applied to surgery to decrease surgeon fatigue and improve
performance. Through the use of force feedback and vision systems, researchers are developing
a hybrid control scheme to perform basic subtasks in robotic-assisted laparoscopic surgery [66].
Such systems can automate repetitive tasks such as the cleaning-suction process, a simple yet
tiring procedure that often limits durations of surgical procedures.
Much of the success in space exploration has been largely due to robotic technologies. The
immense cost of rovers that are to operate on Mars or the moon makes it imperative that their
safety is protected. While the space program has historically been conservative in introducing
autonomous capabilities to robotic systems, NASA and the research community are gradually
beginning to explore the potential benefits of limited autonomous operation. While tele-operation
is possible in most cases, the distances over which commands must travel make the associated
time delays troublesome. Commands sent to the moon would experience up to a 2.5 second delay
while tele-operation of a rover on the surface of Mars can experience delays of up to 45 minutes.
A safeguarded tele-operation approach sharing control of the rover using a command fusion
strategy was proposed for time-delayed remote driving [65]. In benign situations, users remotely
drive the rover, while in hazardous situations, a safeguarding system running on-board the rover
overwrites user commands to ensure vehicle safety and deal with the user’s inability to evade
obstacles effectively due to the time delay.
Specifying series of waypoints at once can partially alleviate this issue but would be still
hindered by the operator’s limited field of view at any given point in time. In an effort to increase performance through autonomy, NASA began utilizing navigational autonomy at times
on its Mars Exploration Rovers, Spirit and Opportunity. In May 2005, NASA integrated a version of the Field D* algorithm into the navigation software of the rovers, enabling local and
global planning [17, 33]. Such approaches have the potential to improve productivity while significantly reducing supervision requirements and personnel costs. Others are exploring the roles
of adjustable autonomy in future space missions to allow humans to closely interact with robotic
systems at whatever level of control is most appropriate [28].
The formulation for most of the situations described above is sometimes referred to as userbased autonomy: adjustable autonomy is driven by the need to support user control [76]. We
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instead deal with scenarios within the agent-based autonomy formulation where autonomy is the
default mode of operation and an agent explicitly reasons about whether and when to transfer
decision-making control to a human. Since interrupting the human often has high costs, complexity falls on defining an acceptable transfer-of-control strategy.
The Trestle system, for example, consists of three different robots that must work together
to assemble a small structure from individual beams [46, 106]. These robots can either function
autonomously or through tele-operation from a human. Through decision trees and Markov
Decision Processes trained from prior performance data, the system was able to utilize the human
intermittently to achieve a balance between human use and overall performance. However, in
scenarios such as the one we address, prior performance information is often unavailable and
the system must learn such models online. Furthermore, this system is able to request human
assistance to correct failure, a luxury that is not available in many situations.
For single-agent systems some have suggested relinquishing control when there is an expectation of high benefit [47, 49] or the degree of uncertainty is high [44]. In scenarios where
a single human must supervise multiple robots, adjustable autonomy becomes a requirement.
Scerri et al. have extensively studied transfer-of-control strategies for large multi-agent teams
using Markov Decision Processes [101]. Similar techniques have enabled NASA to replace a
full-time multi-person operating staff for supervising satellite behavior with automated systems
that signal for human help only when unexpected events occur [14].
Fong introduced the idea of collaborative control to allow the human and the robot to engage
in dialog to exchange information, ask questions or to resolve differences, allowing a single
human to supervise multiple robots simultaneously [34, 35]. This is accomplished through a set
of approximately thirty defined queries enabled at specific situations. While this improved robot
performance in situations that matched the pre-defined system specifications, the system would
not extend well to novel situations due to its rigid definition and lack of online learning abilities.
Goodrich and Schultz have written an extensive survey article on the field of Human-Robot
Interaction exploring many additional approaches and applications [42].
The key difference in our approach from the above-mentioned approaches is that we do not
constrain the system by any pre-determined rules or models. Since it is not possible to prepare
for all possible circumstances a robot may encounter, the ability to learn online the capabilities of each potential expert allows our systems to better adapt to more diverse and challenging
environments.

6.2
6.2.1

Approach
Contextual Multi-Armed Bandit Setting

The candidate selection problem involves choosing an operator for each encountered situation
from a set of candidate systems, in our case the autonomy system and the human tele-operator,
whose performance we assume comes from some unknown distribution. It is therefore intuitive
to frame this problem as an instance of the commonly studied multi-armed bandit problem [6,
69, 97]. Bandit problems are relevant to a wide range of domains such as statistics, economics
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and clinical trial decisions [38, 68, 142].
In the k-armed bandit setting, at each time step the world chooses k losses (or rewards),
l1 , . . . , lk , and the player makes a choice of an arm i ∈ {1, k} without knowledge of the hidden
losses. The player then observers only the loss li corresponding to the chosen arm. Since the loss
distributions are unknown, there is an inevitable conflict between minimizing the immediate loss
and gathering information that will be useful for long-term performance. This is often referred to
as the exploration-exploitation trade-off since we must choose between exploring our unknown
loss distributions and exploiting the arm we currently believe to be best.
We deal with a more suitable variation of this setting called the contextual bandits setting
where at each time step t the player also observes some contextual information xt which can
be used to determine which arm to pull [71, 140]. We compute these features from commonly
available overhead imagery and DTED 3 elevation data for the given environment as described
in Section 3.3.2 and convolve them with a Gaussian kernel in order to blur the data, in effect
introducing an influence from surrounding areas into each location. This creates a more realistic
modeling problem since navigational performance at a given location is heavily influenced by
factors from the surrounding area.
As is common with bandit problems, our goal is to minimize regret, the difference between
the performance of the algorithm and that of the optimal algorithm in hindsight:
R=

T
X

(lt − lt∗ )

(6.1)

t=1

where lt∗ is the loss incurred in round t by the optimal strategy.

6.2.2

Exploration-Exploitation Trade-off

Finding the right balance between exploration and exploitation when dealing with a bandit setting
is one of the core problems in the field. For the standard multi-armed bandit problem, some
simple approaches include:
-greedy strategy. The best known arm is selected for a proportion 1 −  of the time and a
random arm is selected for a proportion  [141].
-first strategy. A pure exploration phase is followed by a pure exploitation phase. For an
experiment of length T , the exploration phase where a random arm is chosen occupies T steps
and the exploitation phase where the best arm is chosen occupies the remaining (1 − )T steps.
-decreasing strategy. Similar to the -greedy strategy, except that the value of  decreases
as the experiment progresses, resulting in higher exploration earlier in the experiment and more
exploitative behavior later.
Approaches such as these are not well-suited our problem since they ignore the availability of
contextual information. We therefore choose to deal with the exploration-exploitation trade-off
through the use of confidence bounds. With a model that is able to supply confidence bounds,
the widths of the confidence bounds reflect the uncertainty of the algorithm’s knowledge. By
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choosing the candidate with the highest upper confidence bound at each time step, the algorithm
elegantly trades off between exploration and exploitation. When uncertainty is high, choosing
that candidate will provide information that will quickly reduce uncertainty in that region of the
model. As we gain knowledge about each candidate, confidence bounds will shrink and we will
choose the candidate with the highest expected performance. This approach was well-justified
for the bandits setting and shown to have small regret [5].

6.2.3

Linear Optimization as Multi-Armed Bandits Problem

An algorithm that was very influential on our approach was a linear optimization analog of the karmed bandits problem proposed by Dani et al. where rather than finitely many arms, the decision
set is a compact subset D ⊂ Rn [26]. At each step, the algorithm must choose a decision xt ∈ D,
and each choice results in a loss lt = ct (xt ) where ct is assumed to be a fixed linear function with
some amount of additional noise.
Their algorithm utilizes upper confidence bounds by maintaining an ellipsoidal region in
which the optimal decision µ is contained with high probability. Suppose decisions x1 , . . . , xt−1
have been made, incurring corresponding losses l1 , . . . , lt−1 . Then their estimate µ̂ to the true
cost vector µ can be constructed by minimizing the square loss:
µ̂ = argmin L(v), where L(v) =
v

X

(v T xτ − lτ )2

(6.2)

τ <t

A natural confidence region for µ is then the set v of decisions for which L(v) exceeds L(µ̂)
by at most some amount β:
{v|L(v) − L(µ̂t ) <= β}

(6.3)

The confidence region at time t, Bt , is defined to be the ellipsoid that contains the region
defined in (6.3). The decision at the next round is then the greedy optimistic decision:
xt = argmin min(v T x)
x∈D

v∈Bt

(6.4)

We propose to utilize a variation of this approach as described in the following section.

6.2.4

Formalization

We frame online candidate selection problems as follows. At each time step t, we get some
contextual features xt for our environment and must choose from one of k candidates to operate
the robot for that time step1 . These features will be generated from either on-board or overhead
sources using similar methods to those described earlier and will contain information over a
1

In the case of choosing between a human and the autonomy system, k = 2. We discuss this problem in the more
general case as it could also be applied to choosing between multiple autonomy systems, multiple human operators,
etc.
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broader area. The goal in such a setting is to minimize the amount of time spent dealing with the
situation at that time step, measured by the period of time it takes the robot to enter and exit a
3 meter radius window around that location.
After each selection, the algorithm observes the noisy feedback lti of only the chosen candidate i. We model the distribution for lti as a Gaussian whose mean is a linear function of the
contextual features xt :
E(lti |µi , xt ) = µi xt

(6.5)

We assume the estimates have Gaussian noise and are therefore distributed:
l˜ti ∼ N ormal(lti , σ 2 )

(6.6)

Our problem differs from the linear optimization scenario of Dani et al. described above in
that we do not choose xt ∈ D at each time step but rather receive a fixed xt and must choose
among our k candidates. We are therefore tracking k instances of the linear optimization problem
in parallel, one for each candidate. This makes our confidence region problem simpler as we only
have k alternatives to evaluate, the upper confidence estimate of xt for each of the k candidates,
rather than all hypotheses contained in the ellipsoid Bt . Bayesian Linear Regression as described
in Section 4.2.1 is therefore an appropriate algorithm for maintaining estimates for each µi and
generating upper confidence-based predictions.

6.3

Experimental Results

We validate this candidate selection algorithm offline through the following two applications
relevant to mobile robot navigation.

6.3.1

Adjustable Autonomy

While we do not have the system infrastructure to be able to trade-off online between teleoperation and autonomous vehicle control, we simulated such an online scenario by using a
pair of logged traversals of the same long course in western Pennsylvania by each candidate: a
human tele-operator using a high-bandwidth camera system and the autonomy system. All locations where the path of the human driver and the autonomous driver were in sufficient proximity
were used as a test point for the system. As the algorithm chose a candidate, the traversal time
for only the specified candidate was revealed to the algorithm.
The course and estimated relative performance of each candidate using a trained model appear in Figure 6.1. Quantitative results comparing our algorithm to various alternatives appear in
Figure 6.2 and Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Aerial image of test site with course driven using each operating mode (left) and the estimated differences
in traversal time in seconds per meter for this site using the final models learned by the online candidate selection
algorithm (right). The algorithm found that human performance tended to excel in open areas where the human
was better able to interpret sparse obstacles and drive aggressively and at perimeters of heavy obstacles when the
human’s situational awareness allowed him to better interact with the environment.

Table 6.1: Online Operator Selection Performance

Algorithm
Cumulative Time (seconds)a Percent Improvement over Always-Human
Online Algorithm
9551.7
9.41
Optimal
7809.3
25.94
Worst-Case
12791.0
-21.31
Always-Human
10544.4
0.00
Always-Autonomy
10055.9
4.63
Random Driver
10307.4
2.95
a
Note that since 3 meter regions at example locations often overlapped with each other, these
cumulative traversal times are greater than the total navigation time.
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Figure 6.2: Online operator selection performance: cumulative navigation time for our algorithm and various alternatives (left) and the average regret of our algorithm over previous examples compared to alternatives (right).

6.3.2

Online Overhead Data Selection

We also show how the same technique can be used to deal with scenarios where limited highresolution overhead data is available to aid the robot in navigating through an environment. The
Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) level of an overhead elevation data set specifies its density
of coverage. DTED level 3 overhead data is available for a majority of the world but is so sparse
that in most cases it adds very little to the features that can be generated from overhead imagery.
Meanwhile, higher resolution overhead data can be used to produce more accurate traversal cost
estimates that the UGV can use for better prior path computation but often require expensive and
time-consuming aerial surveying and a large amount of bandwidth if remotely supplied to the
vehicle. In scenarios where there is either limited time to gather that data or limited bandwidth
for wireless transmission of the data to the vehicle during navigation, the vehicle must decide
online how to best utilize the availability of data for upcoming navigation. In such situations, our
algorithm can be extended to allow the robot learn to identify the situations where it will most
benefit from high resolution data in order to allocate it to areas that maximize its impact.
We simulated this scenario by analyzing sets of multi-waypoint logged runs from a field test
at Fort Carson in Colorado on sets of courses using DTED levels 3, 4 and 5 overhead data. The
candidates for each waypoint in this case were the choice of density of aerial data for an area
bounding that path segment. The candidate selection system therefore had the goal of learning a
mapping from the average of feature values (computed as described earlier) within the segment’s
bounding box to the average traversal speed for the vehicle over that segment of the path using
each candidate type of data.
While DTED 5 data almost always resulted in the best performance, we simulated a scenario
where high-density data is available for only a fraction of all segments: a maximum of 20%
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availability for DTED 5 and 30% availability for DTED 4.

Figure 6.3: Aerial image of sample terrain for data selection experiments is shown in top-left. Estimated traversal
time in seconds per meter is shown for DTED 3, 4 and 5 data at top-right, bottom-left and bottom-right respectively.
As expected, DTED 5 data shows large improvements in navigation speed for difficult terrain but does not provide
much benefit on roads and open fields.

At each step we used a linear program to optimize the allocations of remaining data availability using the predicted performance on all remaining segments from the learned models for each
candidate at that time. Selections at each step were based on the initial step of this locally computed optimal allocation. To avoid having to do integer programming, we chose the candidate
with the highest allocation at the first step.
The course and estimated rate of progress using each data source predicted by the trained
model appear in Figure 6.3. Quantitative results for this scenario appear in Figure 6.4 and Table
6.2.
Our algorithm shows a clear improvement over naive or random approaches for both scenarios with quickly-converging regret properties.
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Figure 6.4: Overhead data selection performance: sum of average navigation speed over each path segment for our
algorithm and various alternatives (left) and the average regret of our algorithm over previous segments (right).

Table 6.2: Online Overhead Data Selection Performance

Algorithm
Online Algorithm
Optimal
Worst-Case
Random Data Source

Average Speed (meters / second)
2.45
2.71
2.04
2.32
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Percent Improvement over Random
5.60
16.81
-12.07
0.00
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
This thesis presents a series of online learning techniques that enable a robot to better handle
navigation in difficult and unstructured natural environments. The online learning approaches for
perception significantly improve the range of a robot’s near-range perception system, allowing
it to navigate faster and more safely. The online novelty and change detection systems allow a
mobile robot to identify potentially dangerous situations in order to request the aid of a human
before it gets into trouble. The online candidate selection system allows a robot to trade-off
between multiple modes of operation, learning to improve its utilization of the different modes
with experience.
We demonstrate through both offline and online testing how combining the adaptive performance of these algorithms with the inherent mobility of a capable UGV can lead to more
efficient navigation of complex environments. Finally, we present theoretical justification for our
approaches as well as a variety of extensions to our algorithms that will further their impact on
the field of mobile robotics.
The combination of such techniques can overcome the limitations of offline methods by improving the effectiveness and range of the robot’s perception system, dramatically reducing the
number of mission-ending errors by identifying potentially hazardous unfamiliar situations, reliably detecting unexpected changes in previously traversed environments and allowing better
utilization of the availability of limited human assistance. Such capabilities will increase the reliability and robustness of mobile robot systems and will be a step towards enabling more UGVs
to be fielded in real-world applications.
This section presents a short summary of each of the main research topics, reviews the core
contribution of each component, and offers some future directions for this work.

7.1
7.1.1

Summary and Contributions
Improved Perception in Unfamiliar Domains

Chapter 4 presented a self-supervised online learning algorithm to learn and infer between different types of data sources that vary in density, reliability, and scope. By applying the scoped
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learning model, we were able to generalize from one type of data source to be able to work
with another which may be difficult to generalize to new environments. As a result, we were
able to extend the scope of such features to many possible domains without requiring any timeconsuming human-supervised training.
We showed how the algorithm can be used to improve the navigation capabilities of unmanned ground vehicles by learning in real-time to interpret overhead and far-range sensor data
to predict terrain traversal costs generated from an on-board perception system. We demonstrated
this approach through field tests on-board a large robot in complex natural environments. Both
online and offline results were given to demonstrate several applications of the algorithm. While
performance could be hampered because of limitations in the available features or availability of
representative training examples, the use of this algorithm was shown to significantly improve
robot navigation performance when compared to using just the baseline hand-tuned system.
While our approaches are related to recent sensor fusion ideas, we were the first to apply this
type of self-supervised framework to mobile robot perception in this way. As a result we were
able to achieve unparalleled perception range for a mobile robot, demonstrating groundbreaking autonomous navigation performance for unstructured natural terrain over many hundreds of
kilometers. Since then, many variations of this approach have been demonstrated in numerous
other areas of robotics.

7.1.2

Anytime Online Novelty and Change Detection

A variety of algorithms were presented in Chapter 5 for enabling online novelty and change detection and applications for these algorithms in mobile robotics were explored. The presented
novelty detection algorithm addresses two significant limitations of most novelty detection approaches. By operating within a lower-dimensional subspace created by using MDA (rather than
techniques such as PCA), this algorithm operates in a feature space that is more conducive to
viewing novelty as a distance metric and is therefore more resistant to many of the issues associated with high-dimensional feature spaces. Additionally, this algorithm’s adaptive abilities,
computational bounds and anytime properties make it a logical choice for many online novelty
detection tasks including those valuable for mobile robots.
The presented online novelty detection algorithm was also extended to deal with the problem
of online change detection. By using an online scene segmentation system, the change detection
system was able to achieve further improvements to accuracy and robustness. As robotic systems
continue to improve, incorporating such approaches into these systems can allow earlier and
more effective deployment by acting as a safeguard against the inevitable dangers of unfamiliar
domains.
Safeguarding a mobile robot is most often handled by the perception system that is engineered to estimate degrees of traversability. As robots encounter unfamiliar environments, these
engineered systems lose accuracy as the raw data inputs themselves are no longer in the experience set of the robot. While others have explored approaches for novelty (anomaly) and change
detection in other domains, much of their focus was on the offline batch application that would
be unsuitable for helping mobile robotics to deal with such situations. We are the first to make
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a push into online real-time applications of novelty and change detection for robotics, enabling
a system to operate for extended periods of time while updating its model and maintaining accurate real-time performance. This type of long-term learning will be critical to enabling robust
real-world uses of mobile robots.

7.1.3

Online Candidate Selection

Chapter 6 presented an online algorithm for dealing with scenarios where the robot must learn
to trade-off between multiple operating modes. The proposed approach relies on a bandit-based
framework and uses confidence bounds to deal with exploration-exploitation trade-offs. The
algorithm was demonstrated on two scenarios relevant to the mobile robotics domain: trading off
between autonomous and tele-operator control and strategically utilizing limited high-resolution
overhead data to maximize its impact on navigation performance. Such techniques could increase
the potential real-world applications of mobile robots by allowing them to adapt in real-time to
changing environments and better allocate available resources, including the limited availability
of human attention.
Other researchers have studied the idea of intermixing human and teleoperator control (referred to as sliding autonomy or adjustable autonomy), but a majority of their approaches apply
fixed rules and logic to identify when to transition control. We were the first to approach this
problem with a general purpose online framework for modeling the performance of arbitrary
modes of operation online using contextual information without any prior assumptions. This
more general approach would allow these systems to better extend to new environments without
requiring additional human engineering.

7.2

Future Work

There are several areas of future research that can follow from this thesis work.

7.2.1

Additional Applications of Self-Supervised Learning

An obvious future area is exploring how other sub-systems within a mobile robot’s autonomy
system can benefit from online self-supervised learning techniques where the robot itself can act
as an expert to train other parts of the system. While most of the algorithms in this thesis focused
on the perception system, many opportunities are available in improving onboard planners online.
For example, a mobile robot’s local planner, often in charge of maneuvering the vehicle to be
able to keep it in line with a global path, is notoriously difficult to tune because it must take
into account the vehicle’s mobility and interaction with the environment. When the environment
changes due to rain or different type of terrain for example, the models that are required for
accurate planning could also change significantly. Being able to refine these models online using
real-time performance could allow robotic systems to adapt robustly to changing conditions.
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7.2.2

Novelty and Change Detection

The novelty and change detection systems described in Chapter 5 have shown promising results
but more work remains to be done to get these systems to a point where they can be fully fielded
on a real-world mobile robot system.
Various improvements are likely to further help performance. The features used for both
the novelty and change detection systems were generated by the perception system primarily
for the purposes of traversal cost estimation. There are likely additional features that are not
currently utilized that may be more applicable for measuring novelty. Feature limitations are an
especially large concern for the change detection work as it entirely utilized the Gator platform
whose sensing capabilities were limited compared to the UPI robots (the Gators were equipped
with only one SICK laser scanner and one camera, providing a limited sensing density and field
of view). Furthermore, the novelty detection system would surely benefit from an online scene
segmentation component just as the change detection system did.
Also, since segmentation has been shown to be a key to precise change detection, improving
the quality and consistency of the segmentation system output can significantly improve performance. Scene segmentation in computer vision has received an incredible amount of attention
which we may be able to leverage within our system. For example, influencing 3D segmentation
with the results of a robust 2D segmentation computed on the camera could significantly help
consistency.
Finally, the system’s sensitivity to registration error has proven to be a limiting factor in
some difficult scenarios. While normal GPS systems will always have some uncertainty in their
estimates, online vision-based registration techniques have the potential to reduce registration
error to unprecedented levels, likely resulting in a sharp performance boost.
The ROC curves in Figures 5.10 and 5.19 also raise several questions. First, these results
measure performance over a large number of voxels. While such a volume-based evaluation is
the fairest way to evaluate performance on such a broad number of tests, the size of an object is
obviously not always directly related to its potential threat to the robot (and therefore importance
in evaluation).
Furthermore, a concern that arises from these figures is the false positive rate required to
achieve accurate identification of novel or changed locations. As in many machine learning
problems, this trade-off between true and false positives is a key concern. While the correct
balance is highly dependent on the particular domain the robot is operating within, various steps
can be taken to improve performance to necessary levels while limiting false positives.
For example, if a change is detected and a human operator identifies it as a false positive,
an additional novelty detection instance can be used within the same run to identify and ignore
similar false positives from further consideration. Any irrelevant changes would be added to the
novelty detection model and all future situations would only be considered for potential changes
if they are novel with respect to the remembered false positives. The highest impact approach to
improving this trade-off, however, would likely be the intelligent uncertainty resolution approach
proposed in in the next section.
The systems described in this thesis have been analyzed thoroughly both qualitatively and
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quantitatively, but the true measure of their performance is their impact on a robot during operation. To enable this, a robust tele-operation system for allowing a remote human operator to
control the robot needs to be developed. Such a system would enable the operator to either send
desired commands back to the robot or to take control of the robot directly. It would then be possible to more thoroughly evaluate the performance of the system by also measuring the amount
of human attention required and how much such a system improves overall system safety and
performance.

7.2.3

Intelligent Uncertainty Resolution

Another high-impact line of research is a form of intelligent uncertainty resolution. When utilizing novelty detection and candidate selection systems such as the ones proposed here in an
autonomous navigation scenarios, the availability and cost of a human operator is often high.
The system must therefore consider beyond just estimated performance or uncertainty in choosing the candidate for each situation.
A logical extension would be to incorporate an intelligent uncertainty resolution technique
to minimize the potential number of human queries during navigation. With a functioning novelty or change detection system, it is important to consider the benefit of resolving uncertainty,
presumably through a human query. For example, if a novel object blocks a primary route to the
goal and the next best alternative has a much higher cost, then the potential benefit of involving
a human exceeds the cost (see an example scenario in Figure 7.1). Similarly, a candidate selection system choosing between autonomous and human control can avoid unnecessary human
involvement in situations that can be relatively easily circumnavigated autonomously, allowing
larger human utilization at more critical situations. By considering the possible impact on the
optimal global path of both possible extremes (first assuming the location is trivially traversable
and then assuming it is completely untraversable), the system can choose to simply avoid novel
or potentially difficult situations that cannot significantly improve our metrics.
Such an approach provides several key advantages. As mentioned previously, it enables us
to better utilize human attention during hybrid control systems such as the candidate selection
framework. Possibly of even higher impact, such an approach would allow a higher sensitivity
within novelty or change detection systems without unacceptably high human time commitments. Because only a minority of situations will have the potential to significantly influence
our relevant metrics (and therefore trigger a human query), the system could tolerate more false
positives without the potential of heavily burdening a human supervisor.
Finally, each of these systems was evaluated individually. It would be beneficial to see how
an autonomy system that fully utilizes the state of the art in learning approaches, both a priori
(such as training through demonstration as shown in [112]) and online, can perform in diverse,
unstructured environments.
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Figure 7.1: An uncertainty resolution technique that can distinguish between situations such as those above could
further improve the impact of techniques such as those in this thesis. In the left image, resolving the uncertainty at
this pinch point through a human query can potentially save significant time and travel distance. In the right image,
the outcome of a human query cannot significantly effect the quality of the path.
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Appendix A
Bayesian Linear Regression
Bayesian Linear Regression is a simple yet powerful algorithm whose properties make it highly
suitable for online learning applications. The online learning systems for improving perception
(Chapter 4) and the online candidate selection systems (Chapter 6) in this thesis use Bayesian
Linear Regression as their core learner.
If a linear model is sufficient for an online learning task, Bayesian Linear Regression is
a great algorithm for several reasons. First, it allows the model to be updated efficiently in
real-time without recomputation or consideration of old data. This means that the performance
scales well in online learning tasks meant to operate for long periods of time rather than growing
in complexity with the amount of training data considered. In fact, the computation time for
prediction depends only on the number of features and is completely independent of the number
of examples incorporated into the model. This powerful property allows the system to represent a
potentially infinite amount of training data without having to remember these examples for future
use. This is a significant advantage over approaches like Gaussian Processes where the the cubic
dependency on the number of examples considered makes using large training sets infeasible for
online tasks.
Additionally, if the problem has the property that several varying quality estimates may be
available for each example, Bayesian Linear Regression enables un-learning of old data so that
the example can be re-learned with the more accurate estimate (in this case the old features and
labels need to be remembered so that the model can properly adjust when un-learning them).
Finally, Bayesian Linear Regression can also provide variance estimates when making predictions which are often useful for applications such as mobile robotics. The combination of
these properties and ease of implementation make it a versatile tool for numerous online learning
scenarios.
We will assume for the rest of this chapter that x represents features for an incoming example
and y represents the prediction for those features. Assuming that d is the dimensionality of these
feature vectors, then x ∈ <d and y ∈ <. Training examples arrive in the form of (x, y) pairs
while examples for prediction will only have the features x and the system tries to make an
estimate of the output, ỹ, given all previously seen data.
We assume that x and y are related through some weights θ as follows:
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y = θT x + 

(A.1)

where  is an assumed Gaussian noise of the form:
 ∼ N (0, σ 2 )

(A.2)

The goal of Bayesian Linear Regression is to maintain online an estimate distribution for θ
that takes into account all seen data and takes into account any assumptions of noise.
In this chapter we will derive the algorithm and discuss in detail its various properties and typical uses. Section A.1 will present relevant background on Gaussian distributions that will prove
useful throughout the rest of this chapter. Section A.2 will discuss the initialization process for
Bayesian Linear Regression, and the process for training and prediction for incoming examples
will be discussed in Sections A.3 and A.4 respectively. Finally, Section A.5 will explain a typical
implementation and use of Bayesian Linear Regression through simple pseudocode.

A.1

Basic Gaussian Properties

The density function of a Gaussian distribution can typically be parameterized in two ways. The
more familiar parameterization, called Moment Parameterization, represents a distribution for θ
as follows:
T Σ−1 (θ−µ)

1

p(θ) ∝ e− 2 (θ−µ)

(A.3)

where µ is the mean of the distribution and Σ is the covariance matrix, representing the
interdependencies between the variables of θ.
An alternative parameterization, called Natural Parameterization, represents a distribution
for θ as follows:
1 T P θ+J T θ

p(θ) ∝ e− 2 θ

(A.4)

where the two parameterizations are related as follows:
P = Σ−1
J = Σ−1 µ = P µ
µ = P −1 J

(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)

where P is often referred to as the precision matrix and J is a vector sometimes called the
information vector.
For clarity, we will sometimes refer to the mean estimate for θ as θ̂ rather than µ.
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A.2

Initialization

We assume that p(θ) is initialized to some initial distribution p0 (θ) = N (µ, Σ) that captures the
initial belief about θ.
If one has no prior knowledge about our model, this may simply be a zero-mean Gaussian
with an initial covariance matrix diag(σ 2 ). If, on the other hand, there is an initial belief about
the model, one may initialize µ to that belief and set the covariance matrix Σ to represent the
appropriate level of confidence in that initial model (more detail on this approach can be found
in Section A.5). As described in Chapter 4, such a technique can be used to initialize a model to
a state learned from many previous examples and then continue to adjust it an more information
about the current environment becomes available.

A.3

Training

We begin with our prior distribution p0 (θ). We then receive an example (x, y). Through Bayes
Rule, we know that:
p(θ|y, x) ∝ p(y|x, θ)p(θ)

(A.9)

This can be seen as revising the posterior distribution for p(θ) in light of a new Gaussian
likelihood term.
To perform these update steps in an efficient fashion, it is easier to operate on the Natural
Parameterization of the distribution p(θ). We assume we have the initial distribution:
1 T P θ+J T θ

p(θ) ∝ e− 2 θ

(A.10)

and the new likelihood term:
T

p(y|x, θ) ∝ e

−( y−θ 2 x )2
2σ

(A.11)

−y 2 2yθT x (θT x)2
+
−
2σ 2
2σ 2
2σ 2

(A.12)

Expanding the exponent in equation A.11 we get:

p(y|x, θ) ∝ e

The third term in the exponent can be further expanded as follows:
−

(θT x)2
(θT x)(xT θ)
θT (xxT )θ
=
−
=
−
2σ 2
2σ 2
2σ 2

giving us the likelihood term:
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(A.13)

p(y|x, θ) ∝ e

−y 2 yθT x θT (xxT )θ
+ 2 −
2σ 2
σ
2σ 2

(A.14)

From equation A.9, we combine and rearrange equations A.10 and A.14 as follows:

p(θ|y, x) ∝ p(θ)p(y|x, θ)
1 T P θ+J T θ

p(θ|y, x) ∝ e− 2 θ

e

(A.15)
−y 2 2yθT x θT (xxT )θ
+
−
2σ 2
2σ 2
2σ 2
T
θT (xxT )θ
)+(J T θ+ yθ 2 x )
2
σ
σ

p(θ|y, x) ∝ e

−y 2
2σ 2

e

p(θ|y, x) ∝ e

−y 2
2σ 2

− 21 θT (P + xx2 )θ+(J+ yx2 )T θ
σ
σ
e

− 21 (θT P θ+

(A.16)
(A.17)

T

(A.18)

The first term in A.18 gets absorbed by the normalizer term, giving us:
T

p(θ|y, x) ∝

− 21 θT (P + xx2 )θ+(J+ yx2 )T θ
σ
σ
e

(A.19)

Therefore, to update the model θ at some timestamp t to take into account a new training
example (xt , yt ), we simply need to update P and J as follows:
xt xTt
σ2
y t xt
= Jt + 2
σ

Pt+1 = Pt +

(A.20)

Jt+1

(A.21)

Computational complexity for incorporating a new training example into the model is simply
O(d2 ) regardless of how many examples were already incorporated into the model.
Intuitively, what’s happening here is that as we see more examples, the precision matrix
P grows, and Σ therefore shrinks, meaning that we are reducing our uncertainty about new
examples (see Equation A.27 for how to make variance predictions).
One exciting capability that this form allows is unlearning an example by simply subtracting
out its likelihood term:
xxT
σ2
yx
J = J− 2
σ

P = P−

(A.22)
(A.23)

As shown in Chapter 4, this is highly beneficial in fields such as robotics when you may
receive many estimates for the same quantity that vary in accuracy. As more accurate estimates
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of y become available, the system can easily undo the effects of the old, noisy example and
relearn the example with the more accurate measurement.

A.4

Prediction

To perform prediction, we convert back to Moment Parameterization of θ:

θ̂ = P −1 J
Σ = P −1

(A.24)
(A.25)

We can now use θ̂ to predict y for a given x:

p(y|x)
E[y]
E[y]
E[y]
E[y]

=
=
=
=
=

θT x + 
E[θT x + ]
E[θT x] + E[]
E[θT x] + 0
θ̂T x

(A.26)

We can also make an variance estimate (a measure of confidence in our prediction) as follows:

V ar[y]
V ar[y]
V ar[y]
V ar[y]
V ar[y]
V ar[y]
Cov[θ]
Cov[θ]
V ar[y]
V ar[y]

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

V ar[θT x + ]
V ar[θT x] + V ar[]
V ar[θT x] + σ 2
E[(θT x)2 ] − E[θT x]2 + σ 2
E[xT (θθT )x] − xT θ̂θ̂T x + σ 2
xT (E[θθT ] − θ̂θ̂T )x + σ 2
E[θθT ] − E[θ]E[θ]T
E[θθT ] − θ̂θ̂T
xT (Cov(θ))x + σ 2
xT Σθ x + σ 2

(A.27)

Note that Σ is dependent only on x and is independent of y. The variance estimate therefore measures how well the example’s features x are represented by previously seen examples’
features that were incorporated into the model.
It is now visible that the computational complexity for prediction on a new example is only
O(d) for mean prediction and O(d2 ) for variance prediction.
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A.5

Sample Use for Online Learning Task

When using Bayesian Linear Regression, one would constantly switch between the Natural Parameterization Form (P and J) for training and the Moment Parameterization form (θ̂ and Σ) for
prediction. As shown earlier, computational time per new example within each of these modes
is short.
The most computationally expensive step transitioning between training and prediction which
requires O(d3 ) time due to the inversion of a matrix. Fortunately, in applications such as mobile
robotics, examples for training and for prediction often come in large batches, so the penalties
for changing forms are relatively small.
Typical use of Bayesian Linear Regression for an online learning task can be seen in Algorithm 6. We assume for this example that the model is initialized to some prior uncertainty
defined by σ 2 and that training and prediction examples arrive in batches. Each time the system needs to switch from one mode to another, it switches which representation it uses for the
distribution of θ in order to facilitate the mode it is in.
Algorithm 6 Sample use of Bayesian Linear Regression for Online Learning Task
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

given: Assumed prior variance, σ 2 .
initialize: µ ← ~0; Σ ← diag(σ 2 )
loop
Convert to Natural Parameterization for training batch
P ← Σ−1
J ← Pµ
for each training example (x, y) in training batch do
Update model to incorporate example
T
P ← P + xx
σ2
J ← J + σyx2
end for
Convert to Moment Parameterization for prediction batch
Σ ← P −1
θ̂ ← P −1 J
for each prediction example (x) in prediction batch do
Compute estimate ỹ for features x
ỹ ← θ̂T x
V ar[ỹ] ← xT Σx + σ 2
end for
end loop

In this example the initially untrained system is initialized to a zero-mean model with a large
initial prior variance (line 2). If one desires the system to continue training from a previously
trained model, one would simply initialize µ and Σ to that model’s last computed µ and Σ.
In some scenarios, it may be useful to initialize a model to a previously trained state but to
put a low confidence in that initial model so that it will be quickly replaced as new information
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is acquired. One such scenario is when using a far-range perception system such as the one
described in Chapter 4. Such a system could be trained in a set of known environments and must
now operate in an unknown environment. In such scenarios the previously computed values of µ
are obviously more accurate than initializing to a zero-mean model, but we have a low confidence
in this model and want it to be quickly replaced by newly acquired knowledge.
Because the confidence in a model is entirely captured by Σ, one can replicate the behavior
of a less trained system by simply initializing Σ to that of such a system. For example, in such
a scenario one could initialize µ to the best-known prior model and initialize Σ to a covariance
matrix stored after several minutes of training on a previous traversal. The model will then be
gradually replaced at a rate appropriate for a model trained for the amount of time captured by
Σ.
In general, lower values within Σ signify more confidence in the model meaning more evidence will be required to modify it significantly. It may therefore be advantageous to make sure
values within Σ do not fall below some constant value so that the model is able to quickly adapt
to new terrain throughout operation.
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Appendix B
Self-Organizing Lists
A core component of the anytime online novelty detection system described in Chapter 5 is
the list maintenance strategy used to continually re-order the stored examples to maintain a low
average query time throughout navigation. This section looks in more detail into the area of selforganizing lists, explains the specific formulation of the problem we deal with, presents some
related problems and proofs, and evaluates various approaches for the specific online case we are
dealing with.

B.1

Dictionary Problem

A well-known problem referred to as the dictionary or list search problem involves maintaining
and adjusting a set of items in response to an intermixed sequence of queries taking the following
form:

access(i) : Locate item i in the set.
insert(i) : Insert item i in the set.
delete(i) : Delete item i from the set.

A common way to solve this problem is to represent the set as an unsorted list. Accessing
an item involves scanning through the list sequentially from the front until the item is located1 .
Likewise, inserting an item involves scanning through the list to verify that it does not already
exist and then inserting it in the rear. Deleting an item involves scanning from the front of the
list to find the item and then removing it from the list.
In addition to performing these three operations, we may rearrange the list throughout these
processes by moving encountered elements to earlier portions of the list2 . Such a strategy can
1

We assume that if i is not in the list, access(i) will insert it into the list.
We assume that the list can be represented as a linked list so that rearranging elements in the list can be performed in constant time.
2
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speed up future operations.
Based on the definitions of the operations above, the costs of the various operations are as
follows. Accessing or deleting the ith item in the list costs i (based on the time to find that element). Inserting a new item costs i+1 where i is the size of the list before insertion. Immediately
after an access or insertion of an item i, i can be moved at no cost to any position closer to the
front of the list.
One of the most intuitive approaches for list organization is the move-to-front (MF) approach
where after accessing or inserting an item, it is moved to the front of the list, without changing
the relative order of the other items.
In the following discussion, n shall be used to denote the maximum number of items ever in
the set at one time and m will denote the total number of operations. Also, for any algorithm A
let cA be the cost of a single operation to A and CA be the cumulative cost of all accesses.
Among algorithms that do no rearranging of the list, it can be easily shown that ordering
the elements in decreasing frequency (DF) of accesses minimizes the cumulative access cost. A
well-known result by Bentley and McGeoch [9] showed that for a fixed list of n items on which
only accesses are permitted, for any sequence of accesses s, CM F ≤ 2 ∗ CDF (s). This means that
the total cost when using the move-to-front algorithm with sequence s is no worse than twice the
cost of using the optimally ordered static list for this sequence.
We now present a result by Sleator and Tarjan that generalizes the result by Bentley and
McGeoch to non-static lists [113]. While the original proof deals with a more general case of list
search optimality, we focus on the formulation that is relevant to our problem.
For any Algorithm A and any sequence of operations s, let CA (s) be the total cost of all the
operations and let FA (s) be the number of free exchanges (immediately following an access or
insertion).
Theorem 1. For the list-search problem, for any Algorithm A and any sequence of operations s
starting with the empty set, CM F (s) ≤ 2CA (s) − m − FA (s).
Proof. This proof makes use of the concept of a potential function. If algorithm A and M F were
run in parallel on s, a potential function maps a configuration of A’s and M F ’s lists into a real
number φ. If we perform an operation that takes time t and changes the configuration to one with
potential φ0 , we define the amortized time of the operation to be t + φ0 − φ. The amortized time
of an operation is therefore its running time plus the increase it causes in the potential.
If we perform a sequence of operations such that the ith operation takes actual time ti and
has amortized time ai , then we have the following relationship:

ai = ti + φi − φi−1
ti = ai + φi−1 − φi
X
X
ti =
ai + φ0 − φm
i

i
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Figure B.1: Example states of lists under algorithms A and M F (for the list search problem) prior to an access call
for element i. For the initial k elements of list A, those shaded in red compose set xi , those elements that represent
inversions relative to element i. Elements shaded in green appear before i in both lists. The striped region contains
cells that could possibly contain inversions relative to i.

where φ0 is the initial potential and φm is the final potential. We can therefore estimate the total
running time by choosing a potential function and bounding φ, φm , and ai for each i.
For this theorem, we use as the potential function the number of inversions in M F ’s list with
respect to A’s list. For any two lists containing the same items, an inversion in one list with
respect to the other is an unordered pair of items, i and j, such that i occurs anywhere before j
in one list and anywhere after j in the other.
This proof shall show that the amortized time for M F to access item i is at most 2i − 1 and
the amortized time for M F to insert an item into a list of size i is at most 2(i + 1) − 1, where we
identify an item by its position in A’s list. Furthermore, the amortized time charged to M F when
A does an exchange is −1. Because an item is identified by its position in A’s list, an access or
insertion would then have amortized time 2cA − 1, where cA is the cost of the operation to A.
The −1’s, one per operation, sum to −m. Proving these properties will show that the amortized
time of M F is bounded by the true cost of A.
The initial configuration, φ0 , has zero potential since the initial lists are empty, and the final
configuration,
φm has a nonnegative potential, so the actual cost to M F of
P
Pa sequence of operations, i ti , is bounded by the sums of the operations’ amortized times, i ai . The sum of the
amortized times is in turn bounded by the right-hand side of the inequality we wish to prove.
All that remains is for us to bound the amortized times of the operations. Consider an access
by A to an item i (see Figure B.1). Let k be the position of i in M F ’s list and let xi be the number
of items that precede i in M F ’s list but follow i in A’s list (shown with red shade). The number
of items preceding i in both lists is therefore k − 1 − xi (shown with a blue shade).
Moving i to the front of M F ’s list will create k − 1 − xi new inversions and destroy xi
other inversions (see Figure B.2). Since the lookup cost to M F is k, the amortized time for the
operation (cost plus the increase in the number of inversions) is k+(k−1−xi )−xi = 2(k−xi )−1.
k − xi is the number of elements that are before i in both lists (the elements shaded in green in
Figure B.1). Because only i − 1 items precede i in A’s list, k − xi ≤ i. The amortized time
for the access is therefore at most 2i − 1. Since the cost of this access to algorithm A is i, the
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Figure B.2: State of the lists shown in Figure B.1 after a move-to-front action on element i in M F . The inversion
states of the first k − 1 elements in Figure B.1 are inverted, meaning k − 1 − xi new inversions are created and xi
of the original inversions are deleted. The striped region is the same as that shown in Figure B.1.

amortized time of this access to M F is at most 2cA − 1.
The argument for the amortized time for insertions and deletions apply almost identically.
An exchange action (moving a queried element to earlier in the list) by algorithm A has
zero cost to M F , so the amortized time of an exchange is simply the increase in the number
of inversions caused by the exchange. This increase is at most −1 because each movement of
element i to earlier in list A will decrease the number of inversions (since i is now at the front of
M F ).
The total cost of M F (s) for the list search problem is therefore bounded by 2CA (s) − m −
FA (s), meaning it’s within a factor of two of the best possible algorithm.

B.2

Min-Sum Weighted Set Cover

We are interested in exploring a variant of the dictionary problem that is relevant to online scenarios such as the novelty detection approach described in Chapter 5. We will call the offline
version of this problem the min-sum weighted set cover problem and its online counterpart the
online min-sum weighted set cover problem. An explanation of how our problem is related to the
set cover problem and its variations (and hence the chosen name) will be discussed in Section
B.3.
Rather than searching for a single quantity at each time step, in this online scenario each time
step t provides an example xt consisting of some vector of features and the system must make a
prediction ft (xt ) where f : X → {novel, not-novel}.
The result of this function depends on the influence on this new example, xt , from all previously stored examples {x}1...t−1 computed using the positive symmetric kernel function k(xi , xj )
and some novelty threshold γ as follows:

ft (xt ) =

P
not-novel if t−1
i=1 k(xi , xt ) ≥ γ
novel otherwise
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(B.1)

This novelty query problem therefore is one of accumulating the non-negative contributions
from all previously stored examples onto this query to see if the sum exceeds the threshold
γ. If the previously stored examples are maintained in a list, the ordering of those examples
can have a large impact on computational complexity. While novel incoming examples (where
f (x) < γ) will require processing each element in the stored examples list regardless of its
ordering, for non-novel examples (where f (x) ≥ γ) the function can return the moment the
cumulative contribution reaches γ (since future contributions cannot change the outcome of the
query). If a majority of queries are non-novel, as is the case for many novelty detection tasks,
an intelligent list maintenance can lead to fewer required evaluations and therefore have a large
impact on overall system performance.
For each query, there will be some index i in the stored examples list at which the query
is fully resolved. This parallels to directly searching for the element at index i in the dictionary problem. Our objective is to minimize the sum of these first indices over all examples by
reaching the novelty threshold γ for each query (covering that query) after evaluating as few
stored examples as possible. This would minimize the average computation time per query for a
decision to be made.

B.3

Related Problems

Closer examination reveals that this formulation of the cumulative-contribution version of the
dictionary problem resembles several well-studied problems in computer science.

B.3.1

Set Cover Problem

The set cover problem is a classical question in computer science. You are given several sets that
may have some elements in common. You must select a minimum number of these sets so that
the sets you have picked contain all the elements that in the union of all the sets. This problem
was shown to be NP-hard and has received heavy focus in the field of approximation algorithms.
Johnson [55] showed in 1974 that the greedy approach gives a ln n approximation to the optimal
set covering and Feige later showed that this is a tight bound [31].
Our list maintenance problem can be viewed as a variation of the set cover problem. The
incoming query, or set of queries, parallel the set of elements that need to be covered in the set
cover problem. Each stored example in turn act as the sets themselves, each contributing some
amount to the incoming queried elements. Covering an element in our case means satisfying the
novelty threshold γ using some number of stored examples, or sets.
There are two added points of complexity to the min-sum weighted set cover problem over
the basic set cover problem. First, each stored example may not fully cover an incoming query,
but rather contribute some non-negative amount toward its novelty threshold γ, so each query
will need to be covered by multiple sets. Second, the order of the chosen sets is also important
because we want to minimize the average number of stored examples that we must evaluate
before resolving a query.
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We can, however, show that the min-sum weighted set cover problem is NP-hard by reducing
the standard set cover problem to our min-sum weighted set cover problem.
Theorem 2. Min-Sum Weighted Set Cover is NP-hard.

Proof. Given a set cover problem, it can be transferred to a min-sum weighted set cover problem
as follows. Each element to be covered in the set cover problem becomes one of the queries to
be covered and each set becomes a stored example that fully covers (provides the entire required
contribution) the elements within that set and provides zero contribution to the remaining queries.
The solution to this min-sum weighted set cover problem would then also be a solution to the
original set cover problem. This polynomial time reduction from the set cover problem proves
that the min-sum weighted version of set cover is also NP-hard.

B.3.2

Min-Sum Set Cover Problem

Feige introduced a variation of the set cover problem called the min-sum set cover problem (a
close relative of the min-sum vertex cover problem) [30]. Like in the set cover problem, the input
to min-sum set cover is a collection of n sets that jointly cover m elements. The output is a linear
ordering on the sets where at every time step from 1 to n exactly one set is chosen. For every
element, this induces a first time step at which it is first covered. The objective is to find a linear
arrangement of the sets that minimizes the sum of these first time steps over all elements.
Feige showed in [30] that the greedy approach (iteratively adding the element which maximally increases the objective value) approximates min-sum set cover within a ratio of 4 and the
results from [8] show that finding a closer approximation is NP-hard.
Even though it does not consider partial coverage of queries, the min-sum set cover problem is
closely related to the cumulative contribution set cover problem because it incorporates the time
at which each element is covered into the metric. We call our problem the min-sum weighted set
cover problem because it closely resembles this min-sum set cover problem but adds a weight
onto the contributions from each set onto each element.

B.3.3

Pipelined Set Cover Problem

A generalization of the set cover problem called the pipelined set cover problem was discussed
in [88]. This formulation is similar to that of the min-sum set cover problem except that the cost
of using each set does not need to be uniform. Here the costs of using each set are weighted
rather than the impacts of each set on each element like as in our case. This problem is especially
relevant to database applications where the cost of evaluating a set is proportional to the number
of elements in that set, rather than constant as discussed in the previous set cover problems.
The greedy approximation was shown to also approximate the optimal solution for the pipelined
set cover problem within a factor of 4.
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B.4

Submodularity

Many problems can be characterized by the property of submodularity [36, 64, 90]. These problems satisfy the intuitive diminishing returns property: adding elements to the solution helps
more early on and less over time. More formally, consider a set function F which maps subsets
A ⊆ V of a finite set V to the real numbers. F is called submodular if, for all A ⊆ B ⊆ V and
S ∈ V \ B it holds that
F (A ∪ S) − F (A) ≥ F (B ∪ S) − F (B)

(B.2)

In other words, adding set S to a small set A helps at least as much as when it’s added to a
superset B.
If one can prove that a problem is submodular, then using a greedy algorithm for that problem
can provide a strong performance guarantee:
Theorem 3 (From [90]). If F is a non-decreasing submodular function, then the solution Agreedy
returned by the greedy algorithm satisfies
1
F (Agreedy ) ≥ (1 − )OP T
e

(B.3)

where OPT is the value obtained by an optimal solution.
Therefore, the greedy algorithm is guaranteed to obtain a solution which achieves at least a
constant fraction of (1 − 1e ) ≈ 63% of the optimal value. Because many NP-hard problems
are submodular, this powerful result shows that a simple greedy approach can often closely
approximate an optimal solution that is extremely difficult to find.
For our cumulative contribution set cover problem, we want to fully cover a set of incoming
queries X ⊆ V (in our case this means resolving those queries) using a set of stored examples
A ⊆ V and a symmetric kernel function k. The function F we are maximizing is therefore:
(
F (A) =

X

min γ,

x∈X

)
X

k(a, x)

(B.4)

a∈A

In other words, for the set of queries X , we want to maximize the total contribution from
the stored examples A where the cumulative contribution for each query is capped at the novelty
threshold γ.
As shown in Theorem 2, finding the optimal subset and ordering for list A that optimizes
this function is NP-hard, but if we can show that F is submodular, then using a greedy approach
to populate A will provide an efficient way to find a solution to the cumulative contribution set
cover problem that closely approximates the optimal solution.
Theorem 4. The value function for the cumulative contribution set cover problem (function F in
equation B.4) is submodular.
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Proof. We begin by considering Fx which optimizes over a single query element x ∈ X :
(

)

Fx (A) = min γ,

X

k(a, x)

(B.5)

a∈A

Assume we are given sets A ⊆ B ⊆ V, S ∈ V \ B and a set of queries X ⊆ V that we want
to cover. From equations B.2 and B.5 we need to prove the following inequality:
Fx (A ∪ S) − Fx (A) ≥ Fx (B ∪ S) − Fx (B)

(B.6)

Let R = B \ A, the set of elements that are in B but not in A. Since A ∪ R = B, we can now
rewrite equation B.6 as follows:
Fx (A ∪ S) − Fx (A) ≥ Fx (A ∪ R ∪ S) − Fx (A ∪ R)

(B.7)

P

Let β =
a∈A k(a, x), the baseline total contribution (before cropping it at γ) from the
stored elements of A before adding the contribution from the elements in S. Using equation B.5
we can now expand and evaluate the left side of equation B.7 as follows:
(

)

Fx (A ∪ S) − Fx (A) = min γ,

X

k(a, x) +

k(s, x)

(B.8)

− min {γ, β}

(B.9)

β≥γ P
β > γ − s∈S k(s, x) and
β<γ P
β ≤ γ − s∈S k(s, x)

(B.10)

a∈A

s∈S

)

(
−min γ,

X

X

k(a, x)

a∈A

(

)

Fx (A ∪ S) − Fx (A) = min γ, β +

X

k(s, x)

s∈S

Fx (A ∪ S) − Fx (A) =







 P

0 if
γ − β if
s∈S

k(s, x) if

Expanding and evaluating the right side of equation B.7 through similar fashion gives us the
following:
(

)

Fx (A ∪ R ∪ S) − Fx (A ∪ R) = min γ,

X

k(a, x) +

a∈A

X

k(r, x) +

r∈R

)
X

k(a, x) +

a∈A

X

k(r, x)

r∈R

(
Fx (A ∪ R ∪ S) − Fx (A ∪ R) = min γ, β +

)
X
r∈R
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k(s, x) (B.11)

s∈S

(
−min γ,

X

k(r, x) +

X
s∈S

k(s, x)

(B.12)

Figure B.3: Visualization of each side of equation B.7. Fx (A ∪ S) − Fx (A) and Fx (A ∪ R ∪ S) − Fx (A ∪ R) as
a function of the initial contribution β are shown in red and blue respectively. The gained value for the left side of
equation B.7 dominates the gained value of the right side for all values of β, proving that B.5 is submodular.

(
−min γ, β +

)
X

k(r, x)

r∈R

=









0 if
P
γ − (β + r∈R k(r, x)) if
P

s∈S

k(s, x) if

P
β ≥ γ − Pr∈R k(r, x)
P
β > γ − ( Pr∈R k(r, x) + s∈S k(s, x)) and
β < γ −P r∈R k(r, x) P
β ≤ γ − ( r∈R k(r, x) + s∈S k(s, x))

(B.13)

Using the values found in equations B.10 and B.13, the improvement gained for each side of
equation B.7 can be seen in Figure B.3.
Because the gained value for the left side of equation B.7 (shown in red) dominates the gained
value of the right side (shown in blue) for all values of β, adding a set S to a smaller existing set
always has at least as much impact as when S is added to a larger set. Fx from equation B.5 is
therefore submodular.
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From equations B.4 and B.5, it is easy to see that:
(
F (A) =

X
x∈X

Fx (A) =

X
x∈X

min γ,

)
X

k(a, x)

(B.14)

a∈A

Because Fx is submodular and submodularity is closed under nonnegative linear combinations, it follows that F is submodular as well.

Following Theorems 3 and 4, a greedy algorithm for the offline cumulative contribution set
cover problem would provide a solution within a constant factor of the optimal.
However, taking advantage of this property for the online scenario we are interested in is
impractical. The direct goal here is to resolve queries as quickly as possible, not necessarily to
identify the set of stored examples that would do so in the most efficient way. In order to execute
the greedy algorithm for this problem, for each query we must evaluate the impact of each stored
example at each step in the ordering. With such a high overhead for this step, it is computationally
simpler to just compute the influence of every stored example on every incoming query, at which
point the order of evaluation no longer matters.
Furthermore, if we wanted to replicate the behavior of the greedy algorithm on the entire set
of examples seen so far, we would have to measure and store the impact of each element in our
stored list on each element in the query list. This is impractical to maintain, especially if the
stored elements change over time as they would under our implementation.

B.5

Online Submodular Minimization

For a specific class of submodular online resource allocation problems, Streeter and Golovin
[125] introduced an online algorithm whose worst-case performance approaches that of the
offline greedy approximation algorithm asymptotically. Specifically, the online algorithm’s 4regret (regret with respect to the factor of 4 approximation from the offline algorithm) for the
min-sum set cover problem described in Section B.3.2 approaches zero as the number of incoming queries approaches infinity.
For their online setting, we are fed a sequence {f1 , f2 , . . . , fn } of jobs one at a time. Prior to
receiving job fi , we must specify a schedule Si that defines the sequence of sets that will be used
to satisfy this job, where the number of sets is at most T .
One of the key components of this algorithm makes use of the experts problem. In this
problem one has k experts, each of whom gives out a piece of advice at each step. At each step
i, one must select an expert ei whose advice to follow. Following the advice of expert j on step
i yields a reward rji . At the end of step i, the value of the reward xij for each expert j is made
public, and can be used as the basis for making choices on subsequent steps. One’s regret at the
end of n steps is then measured with respect to the best single expert over all examples seen:
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max

1≤j≤k

( n
X

)
xij

i=1

−

n
X

xiei

(B.15)

i=1

Because some randomized decision-making algorithms exist whose regret grows sub-linearly
in the number of steps, by picking experts using such an algorithm, one can be guaranteed to
obtain asymptotically an average reward that is as large as the maximum reward that could have
been obtained following the advice of any fixed expert for all n days. The online algorithm from
[125] makes use of this surprising property as shown in Algorithm 7. In this case, the randomized
weighted majority algorithm [74] can be used for each expert to achieve this zero-regret property.
Algorithm 7 Online algorithm from [125] for submodular resource allocation problems
1: given: Integer T , expert algorithms E1 , E2 , . . . , ET
2: for i = 1 to n: do
3:
For each t, 1 ≤ t ≤ T , use Et to select an action ait
4:
Select the schedule Si = {ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aiT }
5:
Receive the job fi
6:
For each t, 1 ≤ t ≤ T , and each action a ∈ A, feed back the gained function value as the
payoff Et would have received by choosing action a.
7: end for
The algorithm runs T distinct copies of expert algorithms: E1 , E2 , . . . , ET . Just before job
fi arrives, each expert algorithm Et selects an action ait . The set order used on job fi is then
Si = {ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aiT }. The payoff that Et associates with action a is the increase in the function
value achieved after using action a.
It is shown in [125] that Algorithm 7 withp
randomized weighted majority as the subroutine
expert algorithm has an expected regret of O( T n ln |A|) in the worst case, a sub-linear regret
that asymptotically approaches the offline regret as n → ∞.
While this is an impressive theoretical bound, using such an algorithm for the online scenario
described in Chapter 5 would again be impractical. The prohibitive step can be found on line
6 of Algorithm 7. In this step we must update each expert with the gained function value for
using each potential stored example at that step. Because varying the position of the evaluation
can change the resulting contribution, if we have m stored examples and therefore set T = m,
we would incur an m2 cost for every incoming query. With such a high overhead for this bookkeeping step, it would again be computationally simpler to just compute the influence of every
stored example on every incoming query, at which point the order of evaluation no longer matters.
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